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PREFACE

This test pioject was'CoridUcted by the'etaff,o the, Nevada Operations

Office (NV), Las Vegas, Nevada, for the Department of Energy (DOE),"lormerly

the Energy Researth and Development Administration (ERDA). It is one segment

Of an:overall DOE effort to examine hardware and te'chni'ques for the conserva-

tion of, automotive petroleum fuels in existing highWay vehicle fleets. The

test was specifically directed to automobiles and light trucks. The DOE .

sponsor is the Division-of Transportation Energy Conservation.

.on the test project in April, 1976:

Work commenced

.

Although operational:responsibility for the test project. lies with NV;

1Sthe technical, support, cooperation, and understanding provided by the f lloWing

individuals*must be acknowledged: Mr. R. Rusted and Dr. J. Eberhard (U.S..

Department of Transportaiion); Dr. M. S. Huntley, Jr., Di'. C. Abernethy (U.S.
, ,

.

,'Department of Transportation, Trarisportatioh Systems Center); Messrs. J. C.

v Sloat and J. B. liorton (Reynolds Electric and Engineering.Co.,

Ipc.);,Ms. M. Blaylock and.Ms. L. Bari (EG&G).

Special .recognition should be accorded to Mr. Z.-Malcheski (NV Project

Manager) for the effort, enthusiasm, and diligence exhibited in carrying out

the operational responsibility of the project. Additionallyrecognition is

accorded to,' Mr. W: Shadis (Mueller Associates, ne.) and Ms. S. J. Soucek who

cOdginated'and Prepared the final report.
ag.

M.' D.
0
Starr, Chief

New Concepts Evaulation Branch
IransportatiOn Energy. Conservation
Office of Assistant Secretary
Conservation and Solar Applications



ABSTRACT

The Driver Aid and Education Test Project was inititated by"the Department_

of Energy in order to test the hypothesis that measurable improvements in

fleet fuel economy can be achieved by -driver awareness training in fuel=

efficient driving tect;71ques and by a manifold vacuum gauge, used individually

or in combination with each other. The project, conducted from April 1976,

through December, 1977, in the Las Vegas, Nevada area, collected data from 435 .

lightduty fleet.vehictes driven in typical highway and urban environments.

More than six million test vehicle7miles were accumulated in the'cnurse of the

project.

The test,results support the hypothesis stated above. However, the

magnitude of the iMprovements (4 to 6 percent) is less than had been achieved.

in earlier tests conducted by others (10 to 20 percent). This difference may

/

be attributable to the fact' that motivational and performance feedback techni

ques were deliberately omitted from the test environment. Adlitionally,

smaller improvements in fuel economy also appeared in the untreated-control

groups, suggestin t driver knowledge of the test and informal information

exchange among drivers about fuelefficient driving techniques may,have

influenced the results.
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BACKGROyND,

/C some- driverslong been recognized that ome-drivers consistently achieve' better

.,.1%EcUTIVE SUMMARY:,

,

automotive fuel economy than others, even when all' other factorg-jfehiCle size
, .

and type, driving,,cycle, weather, etc.) are equal. These Aifferences canon .y

be ascribed to the way in which the individualrivevoper es his vehicle.

Such factors as acceleration.rate,average speed, and b aking\and stopping

techniques artknown,eo
es

produce significant effects On,fuel economy. Tests by

:others have showethat by practicing known fueleffiCient-driving techniques,

a driver : can improve his vehicle fuel economy by up to 20 percent, ,This

A
, ,

project attempted to determine whether such improVements could be obtained in

a representative portion of a large goV6rnment fleet.

OBJECTIVES

*
The main prqject objectives were designed to answer the fo/lowing-questions:

Can the use.ofa driVer ene rgyconserVAfion'iraining awareness cotirse
gtirs,

resultin improved fuel economy for a fleet of vehicles?

o Can the use of a commercially available vacuum, gauge result in improved
. .

fuel economy for a fleet of vehicles?

o Can the combined use of 'a driver energy conservation awareness training

courge and a commercially available vacuum gauge result in improved 'fuel

economy for a fleet of vehfcleS?

TEST SITESAND-FLEETS
i.

A total of 435 fleet:vehicles and drivers were tested in this project in

-Urban,fland highway driving environments. The highway test'' fleet of 324' vehicles
)

was selected at random from the total working fleet of the Nevada Test Site

(NTS); a test facility operated-by the Department,of Energy and located 65

xi

-a



-

limiles.northwest of. Las Vegas, Nevada. The NTS s chosen because of its fleet.
vt,,

wa
siZeicontolledlaccess, and availability. of both vehicle service and data

analysis Capabilities. The urban test fleet of 111 vehicles was selected from

t'llewoiking fleet of Clark County-Nevada, because of the predominately Utbai:t

'character of the driving environment, the

arid 'the availability_of historical fuel consumption data.

METHODS

Each fleet was divided into five equal groups. One-of these-grouPs

fleet size, proximity to the NTS,

Li

seeved as a control with no treatments applied. Two. other groups were instru-

mented with two types of manifold vacuum gauges(cine type for each group).

s'a

One of the gauges (trade name "VacTACh") utilizes a linear piston to display

the relative engine vacuum. This unit contains .a counter which measures the

)umber of times thethgine vacuum.drops below a predetermined value (set by

the manufacturer). The other gauge (trade name "Motor Minder") has a convent

tional needle-on-dial-type display. Numerous earlier testg by others had

found that the use of vacuum gaug4smay result in a fuel-economy improvement

if the driver operates his vehicle in a manner which maximizes the manifold

vacuum. Another group was instrumented with dial -type manifold vacuum gauges

and the drivers,assigned to the vehicles were Oven a driver efficiency-

awareness training course. The final group was givethe same training

course...but their assigned vehicles were not instrumented.

Highway fleet testing'. began. in July 1976, with an eight-month baseline

data gathering period. (Phase I), during which the fuel economy of all test

vehicles was recorded. The highWalleet was then divided randomly into five

test groups, necessary instrumentation was mounted, instructions were-given,

and the fleet was subjected to an eight-month test period (Phase II). The



urban fleet testing began in July 1977, and was conducted in similar fashion,

except that no baseline data period was necessary since Clark County, Nevada,

had been recording fuel economy data for several years.

Two different methods were considered for analyzing the data from the

Driver.Aid and Education Test Project. One possible approach is to use

\\.
'analysis of 'variance to compare each group's Phase I fuel economy

with its,Phase II fuel economy. Although this technique does determine

Whether significant Afferences exist between Phase I and Phase II fuel

economy, there is, no way to assess the extent to which the test treatments

caused these differences. Intervening variables such as weather, the use of

air-conditioning, world events, and maturation of vehiCles and drivers have a

different effect on the performance of the groups during Phase I than they

have during Phase II. Because the effects of these variables cannot be

measured, the differences between Phase I and Phase II can only be termed o

observed differences and cannot be assigned exclusively to the effects of the

treatments.. In addition, this approach does not allow for a statistical

comparison of the different treatments. Therefore, it is not possible to use

thisethodto determine whether the difference between any two groups is

significant.

Because of these limitations, an alternative method was chosen to analyze

the. data from this project. Analysis of variance was used to compare the

performances of groups wJ.thin Phase II. This is a valid comparison because an

analysis of variance on the Phase I data had determined that there were no

significant differences between the groups prior to treatment. This method is

not jeopardized by intervening variables since it can be assumed that these

variables had an equal effect on all groups because the results being compared



occurred during the same time span under the same conditions. Thus, if the

results from any of the treatment.grodips in Phase II are significantly different

from the resultsfrom any other group, these differences can be justifiably

assigned to the treatment effects.

Comparing each treatment group to the control group in this manner

will determine whether the. test treatment his a significant' effect. In

addition, using the, analysis of variance, it is possible to determine whether

one treatment had a significantly different ..effect than another treatment.

Therefore, this method is the only valid,way to compare treatment effects.

RESULTS

The test data were aggregated. using-two different methods. The first

method, termed "Average GrOup Fuel Economy" assumes that each monthly vehicle

fuel economy reading (monthly miles/monthly gallons) is equally important.

.

essence, this method gives equal weight to each vehicle. The second method,

termed ."FuelWeighted Average Group Fuel Economy," assumes that each gallon of

fuel is equally important. The results are presented, using both methods, in

Tables S.1 and S.2, respectively.

The Average Group Fuel Economy data were subjected to statistical analysis

in order to determine whether real (i.e., nonrandom) fuel economy improvements

had occurred. This analysis indicated that five of the eight treatment groups

experienced statistically significant improvements. A'though both urban and

highway segment test groups met the statistical reqdirements for significance,

the highway segment improvements are considered more reliable due to the

existence of several factors which complicated the statistical analysis

performed on the urban fleet.



The Fuel-Weighted Average Group Fuel economy dat indicated "similar

increases, but these values were not' statistically analyzed.

Mahy of the monthly trends observed in the weighted and non-weighted data

indicated that the greatest iMprovements in fuel economy occurred early in the

treatment phases and decreased over the remainder of/the phase.

is shown in Figure S.1. This may be evidence of a gradual loss

This effect

of leafned

driving habits, Although the effect is not uniform. on all groups.

X V



TABLE S.1

TEST RESULTS BASED UPON AVERAGE GROUP FUEL ECONOMY ,

HIGHWAY SEGMENT URBAN SEGMENT.

Change: Difference: Background.

Phase I Phase II Phase II- Phase II- (Phase 1)

Phase I ,,Phase II
Control

AMPG (%) AMPG (%) MPGGROUP' MPG ,"MPG

1. (PistonType
Vacuum Gauge) 12.81 13.34

2. (Control) 12.53 12.86

3: (Training) 12.95 1335

4. (Training plus Dial-

Type Vacuum,

Gauge) 13.06 13.65

5. (Dial-Type Vacuum

Gauge) 12.72 , 13,24

All 12.81 13.29

Test Change: Difference:

(Phase II) Background TestControl

Test

0.53 (4.1)

0.33 (2.6)

0.40 (3.1)

0,59 (4.5)

0,52 (4.0)

0.48)3.7)

MPG aMPG (%) MPG. (c/o)

0.48 (3.7) 10.7 -0.40 (-3.6) -0.14 (-13)

10.4 10.84 0,44 (4.2)

0;49 (3.8) '10.18 , 10.95 0.77 (7.6) ' 0.11 (1,5) '

0.79 (6.1y 10,14 10,68 0,54 (5.3) 2.0.161-1.5)

0.38 (3.0) 10:90
I

11,50 0.54 (4.9), 0.66 (6.1)

0.43 (3.3) 10.56 10.93 037 (3.5) 0109 (0,8)

The statistical significance otheiirban results is qualified:\

See Section 5.1,1.



TABLE S,2

ETST RESULTS BASED UPON FUEL-WEIGHTED AVERAGE GROUP FUEL ECONOMY

,HIGHVVAY SEGMENT URBAN SEGMENT

3ROUP

Phase) Ph4se II

MPG MPG

Change:

Phase,I1-

Phase I.

A MPG (0/0.)

(Piston:Type

'Vacuum Gauge) 12.73 12.71

,

-0.02 (70.2)

(Control) 12.51 12.71 0.20 (1,6)

(Training) 12.84 12.98 0,14 (1.1)'

. (Training plus Dial-

Type Vacuum

Gauge) 12.67 13.37 0.74 (5.5).

(Dial-Type Vacuum

Gauge) 12.89 13.28 0.39 (3.0)

III 12.72 13.00 0..28 (2.2)

Not available.

1 j

'Difference:
. Phase 11-

Phase

Control

A MPG (%),.

". ,

10 (6)

Background

(Phase 1),

Test Change: Difference:

(Phase II) Background- Test-Control
Test

,
MPG MPG A'MP,G 1%' LI MPG (%)

N/A' ,

.

10.49 N /A; '-0.72 (-6.4)

o ,
N/A 11,21

0,27 (2.1) N/A 10.97 N/A

0.66 (5,2)'

.

*;NIA 1642 N/A -0.391-3.5)

0.57 (4.5) P N/A

0,23 (2.3)

11.94 N/A ,0,7316.5)

N/A 11109 -0.12 (-71,:1)
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Finally, each, of, the highway f&.et.drivers was requestel to respond to a

questionnaire immediately upon. codpletion of the project. The resUits of

this questionnaire indicate an overall positive response to the,Driver Aid' and

Education Test Project. This is most evident
/

in'the assessments of the driver

training course. The majOrity of course participants,inditated that the

training course was a valuable sOu'rqf of fuel-conserVaiion.dr. i techniques

and a positive influence on per.s nal driving habits.

.Response to the vacuum _gauge driver aids varied according to the type of

vacuum gauge used inthe test. The'dial-type device ..was ridged to be an

. )

effe e aid to fUel-efficient driving; the piston-type,gauge'eceived a

generally negative respOnse. This difference appears to result from a combina7

tion of frequent' malfunction and difficulti00.1in reading the gaUge which

occurred with the piston-type device. These prOlems were not encountered by

thosearticiPants who used the dial-type vacuum gauge;

OBSERVATIONS AND-CONCLUSIONS

The followirig observations and conclusions, listed in order of importance:

are-based upo-n analysis of the resultsobtalnedrom.the Driver Aid and

Education Test PrOject.

o The results obtained in this test project provide support for the

hypothesis that measurable and statistically significant increases in
0

fuel economy can be achieved by the use of a driver energy efficiency

awareness training course or a manifold vacuum ga gei or by use, of the

training in conjunction with the manifold vacuum auge.

o Review of the monthly,otrends in group "fuel economy ind4,cate al apparent

degradation of motivation or of behaviors learned in the train

course for most of the treatment groups.



o Comparisons of the dial-type and the piston -type vacuum gauges made
5 tt

4 ,r7 ..
using the Aver

.

age C5eyp. Fuel, Economy method of data aggregation show
.sd>/ 10

that both gauges achieved similar, significant increases in feel

(te. conomy in thehigh'way segment Of'the test. The :urban segment results,

.

iwhile of less statis. 4cal importance, indicate a clear advantage of

the dial-type as compared to the piston-type gauge:1-,
C

Non-statisti

comparisons using the ks.1.74aighted,Method'of data aggregation also
....44

,J !-, -t. .

indicate a strong advantage for the dial-type gauge. However, statis-

tical analysis indicates that it is not possible to' ect .the hypothe-
,,

ais that,the two gauges tested were equally effective.

The resultS of the driver questionnaires indicate that drivers who

used the dial-type gauge gave a positive overall response to the gauge
)

I,

about twice as often as drivers who had used the piston-type.

RECOMMENDATIONS'

Based upon e results p1 ttIllia' test project, the followinirrepmmendations

Are offered:

CENERAOiECOMMENDATIONS

o The,immediate installation'of vacuum gauges alone'on additional

government vehicles is not recommended at this time. Use of vacuuM,

gauges should be considered only in conjunction with aformal program

to motivate and train government drivers in driver energy cOnservation_

awareness techniques; anethe gauges should only be used as-a driver
0 5

training aid.

o It is recommended that the Department of Energy provi e continued

support for research,inthe area of fuel-efficient r g.technires.

Specifically, questiOns of optimum acceleration rate, braking, turning,
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stopping, hill 'cltmbing tnd hill descending, should be investigated to

determine the timum tec piques fbrl'usein driver energy awareness
r

training curricula. This tYpe of research activity has; old
:

importance4!' theresearr9h can provide useful information for energy
I 4

conservation and policy decisions using existing technology, and thl
I ft

interest in fuel economy exemplified by, the projects.will provide an

, example of energy conservation activities which could -be pursded

by,other vehicle fleet.. ope tors.

o Further analysis of the data colt, cted ddring this test prbject is

recommended, specifically in,the areas df statistical Methodsf driver

characteristics, vehicle characteristics, the Hawthorne effect,.

correlation of fuel,ecnnomy with driver characteristo.cs and job

assignments, and other parameters that may assist in expl ining data

inconsistencies or observed anomalies.

o It is recommended that the Federal Government consider institution of

the requirement that all applicants for federal driver's licenses

. (both government empires and government contractors) completeomplete

training in driver energy conservation awareness prior to licensute.

o It is recommended tliat a teaching textbook be preparect for vehicle

fleet operators. This text should alsobe suitable for usyby the

publiC scho 1 system and the general motoring public.

o It is recommended that further research in human factors be initiated

in order to develop moreeffeFtive methods of providing audio/viTual/

tactile feedback to the vehicle driver, facilitating fuelefficient

driving behaviors.

xx
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SPECIFIC RECOMMODATIONS

o It'is .recommended that the Dri er Energy Conservation Awareness-

Training be continued', and 6Xpandedoto.include a 1 Governmentz-licensed

drivers at the<Nevada Test Site, and the Nevada pperations Office in

Las Vegas, NeVada.

`It is recommended that all lightduty vehicles atthe Nevada Test. Site

be instrumentel/With dia typeyacuum gauges, but only in conjunction

'with driver energy conservation awareness tLaining.

o It is recommended that fuel and mileage records be kept on
/- ,

vehiclesiat the, Nevaili Test Site, in order

driver training.'

all 1.ightduty

Monitor the effects -04,,

It is recommended that driver energy consei-Vation awareness training-
,

Methods be further refined and modified to suit the specific driving

environ ent and types of vehicles used at the Nevada Zest Site.
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1.0 BACKGROUND

1.1 HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

Historically, there hap been little public interest in improving automotive

fuel economy. 'n -the United States, the real.price of motor fuels (defined as

the number of hours worked to pay for a'gapon of fuel, tax included), has shOwn

.a consistent'decrease rom e advent of,the automobile until, about 1970.

Between 1919 and 1970, the real,Trice of gasoline declinedhy470 percent.

This fiscal environment was :not conducive to petroleum fuel.bonservation.

-The rise in real cost of motor fuels which resulted from the oil embabgo

Of 1973t19,74 changed this environment, bringing the quest ..for improYedfuel:

economy to the forpfront. Extensive research was undertaken oV improve

vehiCle technology, with the goal of increasing fuel economy, However, it Was

soon recognized that ,While hardware improVements can have a salutary national
4

fect, the time required for implementing s.ignificant national hardware

changeover is measured in 5 'to.15 year intervals. Secondly, such improvements

are often capitalintensive, further slowing iMplementatibb'of-n-ew hardware

technology.

In addition, fuel economy research revealS that even when all other

variables are controlled, significant variations'" in fuel economy exist which
ix

can only be ascribed to- the driver. It is not unusual to find a variation of

3Q to 50 percent in fuel economy among a group of nonprofessional drivers

operating under identical and 'controlled test conditions.

In this light, driver energy conservation awareness training appeared as

a promising technique for increasing fuel economy. Numerous, limited test

programs indicated that appropriate educational techniques could improve the
1

fuel'econoby of a group of average drivers by 10 to 20 percent. If these



I.

results were applicable to.even 11.0 percent of the national highway fleet,

y(autos, tryas, buSes, tc.), a seduction of 1.3 to 2.1 billion gallons per

year in demand for pe4yoleum fuels could.be realized. If this resulted in'an

equivalent reduction in imported petroIeum"demand, a 400 to 800 million dollar

per year reduction in the balance of payments deficit could occur.

However, many of these early tests mere conducted under circumstances

which make their reliability and validity questionable, Many of the tests

were undertaketn by 'iiindvduals or private companies who were under noobliga..

L
lion to ,publ,ic their findings. It is possible, indeed probable, that test

'results which demfnsatrated small improvements or no improveMent were not

,,,

addition, most of these tests were conducted over a short time
4

)
bliCized.''p

)1
period usillg.:a small'number of volunteer participants (often less than 10 or

,

20).. Frequently an instructor supplied strong extrinsic motivation by being.,

seated next to the student throughout the test. Finally, -some of these tests.

were_conducted by organizations or individuals with direct financialHnterest

(
in the results.

While these qUalifications do not necessarily invalidate the early test

eeSliTtS7-mare objectiye data collection and analysis are required to justify.a

national driver education pfogram. Therefore, the Transportation Energy..

ConServation Division (TEC).of the Department of Energy.,00E)decided to

%Conduct a test program in order to evaluate the effectiveness of driver

energy conservation awareness training on Governmentileet'arivers. yoSitive

I , results' obtained in this program would entrance the role undertaken.by the

Government in the field of drlver energy conservationtawareness training;



1.2 PROJECT BACKGRQUND

19 March of 1976, it was deced that atestproject-should be conducted-
.

to evaluate the effecaveness of vacuum gauges and/or 'driver. energy conservatiorN
`r

,

ining techniques.,

The'NeVada Test Site (NTS) fleet was chosen for this'project on the .

?
--',.,:_' "

, V-
° basis of the following factors: (a)''...the NTSJ eet was composed 0'1 more than

2000 light-duty vehicle's,' (b) the average driving cYcle was typical.
.

.suburban/highway travel; (c) the fuel input to each vehicle could be carefully
,...:.,

.

....

monitored 0d) the'facility had the capable personnel and equipment neededAto

t, .:. . .-

._conduct the test; and (e) ,the NTS'; management ecptesed a positive attitude

, .

"'toward the project. .No other fleet within pa" or any other Federal Agency
. ,

was judged equally- qualified for the purposes of this .test The.test began in
.

April 1976, but 'shortly after testinitiation.it.was deterMinea that the test

should includean urban driving.segment in order, to make it more representative

of fleet operations. The, automotive fleet-of Clark County, Nevada, numbering

almos6 1500 vehicle's and used almost exclusively in urban Las- Vegas, Nevada,

'was chosen for this purpose. Many factors. similar to those considered in the

selection of the NTS fleet prevailed in- the 'election of the Clark County

fleet.

This combination of the NTS 'fleet and the Clark County, fleet provided

driving environments typica.of those encountered by most fleet drivers in

..'//the UwitedStates.

Two types of driver aid-devices were chosen for the project:. 'a manifold

'vacuum gauge with .a linear pistbn indicator and a low-Vacuum event counter;

andia manifold vacuum gauge with the,more conventional dial indicatordisplay.

These manifold vacuum gauges- were chosen for this projece because-of their

(



telatively low cost, wide- availability (both for the Project and for thettass

lmarket),.andlsimplicityoflinstallation and use." \ '
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2.0 OBJECTIVES

2.1 PRIMARY OBJECTIVES

4 The Driver Aid and Education Test .Project was designed to achieve three

priniary objectives:

1. To assess the'extent to which use of a manifOld vacuum gauge driver

. aid dgice, as available in the consumer market, could,improve fuel

economy:

2. To assess the extent to which participatiOn in a driver awareness

training course could improve fuel economy;

3. To assess the extent to which use of a vacuum gauge driver aid device

used in combination with driver awareness training' could improve fuel, ,

economy.

The following discussion focuses on the rationales involved'in formulating

these pri y project objectives.

Professional drivers have successfully used manifold vacuum gauges as an

aid to maximizing fuel economy performance in tests such as the Mobilgas

Economy Runa, Although these'devices_have been found to be useful in profes-
,

sional fuel economy driving, there is no adequate evidence, to show that an

average driver can achieve improved fuel economy simply by using a vacuum

gauge as purchased in the consumer market. Therefore, the first test objective

was to assess, the extent to which an average driver, with no specific training

other than instructions which might be supplied by the manufacturer, could

improve his fuel economy by the use of a vacuum gauge.

A second approach to improved fuel economy has been through training in

fuel - efficient driing techniques. While it has been shown in various fuel

economy tests that certain driving techniques result in increased fuel economy,

5



neither' the driving public nor drivers of most government and industrial

vehicle fleets have received' systematic training in.fuel-efficient driving

techniques. Therefore, theesecond test objective was to assess the extent to

which fotmal training in proven fuel- efficient driving techniques could

. improve the fuel economy achieved by 'a typidal government fleet driver:

Since effective fuel-economy. .driving appears to be a learned -behavior,

tequiring concentration, interest in practicing new techniques, and a desire

to improve driving abilities, it was assumed that a driver aid device might

provide the driver with a positive reinforcement of the techniques learned. in

a training course. By'providing the driver with immediate feedback on his

technique, the device could contribute to reinforcing fuel-efficient driving

habits, thus enhancing the development of new, fuel-efficient driving hehaviors.

The third objective, was thus to assess-the extent to which" a driver aid

device, used in combination with j driver awareness training course, would

result in improved fuel economy. A corgrary to thivihvestigation was

to compare the fuel.economy obtained when using either a vacuum gauge alone or

driver training alone.

These three objectives constitute the primary putpqses of the Driver Aid

and Education-Test Project; and the major portion of this report is devoted to

discussion of the test finding6 as they relate to these primary objectives. A

number of secondary objectives were also considered for the project, with the

constraint that they would be Investigated only if project timing Permitted,

further elaboration of the. test findings. While there are data available

which pertain to'thesecondary objectives (see Appendix F),,most, of these are
0

not discussed in this report.

6
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ler

specific vacuum. gauge,Early in 'the project, it was decided that one the

linear-piston type, should be.tested. This gauge, sold under the commercial

name "VacTach," ipcorporates a counting device to measure low-vacuum events.

The first secondary objective of the project concerns this particular device.

2.2 SECONDARY OBJECTIVES.

A. To.examine the linear vacuum gauge. in terms of:

0.

1. .Fuel efficiency ratio (FER)* vs. fuel economy;

2. Degradation curVe.for FER.

B. To,develop fuel economy degradation curves for:.

1. Tune-ups;

2. Driver awareness training;

3. ,Vacuum gauge utilization;

C.

4. Driver awareness. training plus vacuum gauge utilization.

To collect comments from drivers regarding

1. Vacuum gauge driver aids:

a. with driver awareness training

b., Without driver awareness training.;
4

2. Driver awareness training.-

. To assess the effectiveness of the driver aid in alerting the
0

to engine/vehicle problems.

*
See Glossary

r

driver



3.0 'TEST METHODS AND PROCEDURES

3.1 TEST PLAN

A detailed plan describing objectives, test methods, analytical procedu4s

and techniques, and necessary'data was formulated for the test. TwO test

segments were .conducted in'-prder to represent both highway and urban driving

conditions., Foufr different treatment groups and a control group within each

segment were necessary in order to generate the data required to achieve the

test objectives. Thus, both the urbin and the highWay test fleets were

divided into. the following groups:

Group 1: All, vehicles in this grodp were. equipped with a linear piston-

type manifold vacuum gauge.

Group 2: Control group.(no treatment)

Group 3: All drivers in this group completed training in fuel-efficient

driving techniques.

Group

GrOUp

All vehicles in this grodp were equipped with a dial-type

manifold vacuum gauge and the dtiver completed training in

fuel-efficient driving techniques. J

5: All vesicles in this group were.equipped with a dial-type

manifold

These five groups were necessary in order' to determine effects on fuel

cuum gauge.

economy resulting from the'Use .of.vacuum gauges and driver training, separately

and-in combination..

Figure 3.1 proiides a,summary description of test plan implementation.

t_r



FIGURE 3:1

TEST PL4N IMPLEMENTATION

Segment, Pre-Phase I Phase,' Phase II

Highway

(NTS)

Urban,

(Clark

County)

Test of Data Collection

System

(30 vehicles)

not required'

Vehicle Preparation

Collection of Fuel

Consumption Data

not required*

Installation of Vacuum Gauges

Driver training Coursi Conducted

Data Collection

Data Analysis

Vehicle Preparation

1. Installation of Vacuum Gauges

Data ColleCtion

" Data Analysis

'Fuel economy'. data were available from Clari.County records.



,Highway Test Segment

The highway test segment.was. cbnducted in three phases: Pre -Phase

Phase I, and Phase-Ii.

Pie-Phase I included a test of the data collection system to be'used for

the entire. test. Checks were made to insure that data would be.received in a

'timely. manner and that the analyses could proceed according tb the test plan.
. -

This phase lasted approximately two months and utilized a sample of 30 vehicles.

Phase ninCluded classification of the.NTS vehiCleg chbysen for the test

samplip, mechanical preparation of these vehicles, and collection of bdseline

fuel consumption data for each driver/vehicle combination. The baseline fuel

consumption data collected in Phase .I would later be'used for comparison with

the test data collected in Phase II.

Phase II of the highway segment included installation of :cut=

gauges, presentation of the driver awareness training course, collection of

fuel economy data, and data analysis.

The highway test segment extended over a 16-month period.

Urban Test. Segment

The urban segment test manager (C1a,k County, Nevada) had previously

collected baseline fuel consumption data for each of tl;p driver/vehicle

combinations in this fleet. _Therelore, Pre-Phase I and Phas 1 procedures

were not required and the urban test segment lasted only eight months.

,Phase II.of the urban test segment included installation of the'vacuum

gauges, presentation of the driver awareness training course, collection, of

fuel economy data, and data analysis.

LO



3.2 IMPLEMENTATION OF THE TEST PLAN

3.2.1
)

Preparation

All vehicles included,in the test were classified according to size. and

weight, transmission type,-..and air conditioning option. Each test, vehicle was

clearly identified tcrindiCae participation in the test. All analyses.and

documentation produced ref ence the vehicle license number, which can be

ched to the vehiCir....:, 'driver, and the organization with whiih the.driver)
f

ma

was associated.
5,

,

A locking gas cap was installed in each test vehicle. The key to the gas
'4;1

cap wit,controlled by the driver- assigned to that vehicle.'

All highway segment'vehicles were tuned at the beginning of each test"

phase. In most,instanCes, manufacturers' spedifications were followed.

,,However, some of the older test vehicles were not designed operation .with

no-lead gasoline (the only type available at the site). Thus-, it was necessary

to modify manufacturers' specifications (primarily spark timing) for some of

these vehicles in order to insure proper operation. Spci modifications'are a
1

matter of'atandard maintenance policy and were not instituted solely for this

test. The modifiedspecifications are permanently recorded for r6erence.at

the shop facility. In addition, vehicle spark plugs, points, and condensers

were replaced, timing, and idling speeds were checked and corrected as necessary,

and each vehicle was tested on a dynamometer to ascertain that no other

mechanical problems existed. All urban test segment vehicles were similarly,

tuned on an as-needed basia according to manufacturers' recommended mileage/

time intervals.

'Odometer error for each vehicle was deterMined and recorded for use. in

analysis. These procedures were carried out on the highWa segment vehicles at

I
11



the beginning of Phase I and also at the beginning of Phase II. Urban segment

vehicles were subjected to'these procedures only at'the beginning of Phase II,

since there was no Phase I for the urban fleet.

Installation of the vacuum gauges in selected vehicles constituted the

final step in preparing the vehicles for testing.

3.2.2 Driver Awareness Training

Highway Segment

The highway segment training was conducted in two stages: two hours of

formal classroom instruction, followed (one to two weeks 4ater) by two hours

of practice driving in. an instrumented training vehicle.

The classroom instruction format consisted of a lecture orporating

visual aids, and two frlms presenting various fueleftficient.driving techniques.

The average class size was 18 students. The students were encouraged to
t

practice the fueleconomy techniques taught in the claSsroom befor they

returned-to drive the instrumented training vehicle.

Figure C-4 (Appendix C) illOstrates the drying route within the NTS

complex which was selected to demonstrate various driving techniques. 'The

student was asked to drive the route initially using his- normal driving

techniques.. Fuel usar, time elapsed, and distance traveled were recorded.

The student was then directed to drive the route in a fuelefficient mode,

with the instructor coaching on the various drivink,tqohniques at the points

along the route where these techniques could be utilized. ''Again, fuel usage,

elapsed' time, and distance traveled were recorded.. The results of this

experiment are described in Appendix C.

Urban Segment

The driVer ener /conservation awareness training used in the urban

12



segment was similar to the highway segment training, with the fola. wing

variations;

a. The course was conducted in a driveclassdrive format and completed:

in one-day. Students were directed to drive normally prior to the

classroom instruction. The economy drilling runs were conducted

immediately after the classroom training.

b. The driver awareness training course was.teduced to three hours by

eliminating one of'the movies and some of the lecture material.

c. The class size averaged students per session.

.

d. The driving portions were conducted in an urban driving environment.-

Two foremen from the REECO Fleet Operations Department were recruited to

serve as ontheroad driving instructors. These individuals received an

intensive four day course which included.free use of the instrumented vehicles.
. ,

The use of volunteers, rather than professional instructors, was carefully

earlyconsidered early in the project. ItYWas felt tat instructors froM the peer

\,.....,group would be more effective than outsiders, particularly in view.df the

.limited time available for administeri the course and developing the presenta
.

tion technique.

6
Driver Questionnaires

A driver questionnaire was issued to each highway segment test participant

upon completion of the project. The results of the questionnaire are discussed

in Section 5.2.

3.2.3 Data Collection

Data were collected through the use of log books maintained by each driver and

bythe attendants at the three service stations located on the test site. Each log

book recorded the'following ;information; vehicle identification number, date of

13



.fill-up, gallons per fill-up, and odometer reaging. All fuel- dispensing pumps

used in the project were -calibrated to one rcent-(1%) accuracy-before the

1beginning of each test phase. A sample-form of each log sheet'ia.contained in

/
Appendix A. 41IP

The recorded data were submitted to the analysis group on. a monthly

3.3 -TEST FACILITY SELECTION

The Nevada Test Site (a facility of the Department of Energy located

approximately 65 miles northwest of Las Vegas, Nevada), was chosen as the

location of the highway test segment;. >The NTS was used in this project for

the followiQg reasons:
O

1. It possessed a large fleet (approximately 2,000) of light-duty

vehicles (compact automobiles, intermediate automobiles, and pickup

trucks) Irom'which a satisfactory test sample could be drawn.

2. The test vehicles would be operated in a controlled area (almost

exclusively within the 1400 square mife'facility), making it possible.

to monitor fuel use, driVing cycles, and vehicle state-of-tnne.

3. The site has a large technical staff, on -site auto: repair and serviceauto:
/

-facilities, computer facilities, and personnel capable of analyzing

the test results.

4. The majority of vehicles on site -were assigned to only one driver.

This factor simplified the task of associating driver treatment with

vehicle, performance.

The test site management expressed a 1substantial interest in the

program and agreed to support it as priority project.

The-Clark County fleet Was chosen for the ui'ban test segment for the

following reasons:
14,



1. The average driving cycle (downtoWn Las Vegas, Nevada) is typical o

urban travel in this geographi&-region.

2. The County facility is located near the DOE Nevada Operations Offit-d.i.

and could be clotelieored by the DOE project manager.

3. The fleet has nearly. 1,5Wyehicles from which to draw the test,

sample.

'Other potential urban and highway test sites were. considered, but none

offered the desired combination of fleet size, driving'cycle, management

interest, andanalysis capabilities.

DRIVER AID SELECTION'3.4

A driver aid is a mechanical or electronic device which can provide

vehicle performance or,other fuel economy information without dirrectly influent,

ing' any vehicle system. Speedometers, odometets, and tachometers are examples

of Otiginal Equipment Manufacture (OEM) driver.,aids typically found on automo.

biles and other lightduty vehicles.
1

One of the purposes, of 4the Driver Aid ancbEducation Tet Project was to

assess changes in vehicle:fuel economy resulting from vacuum gauge driver

,

aids. Final selection of the particular manifold 'vacuum gauges to be used in

this test was based upon the following .criteria:

Screening Criteria

1. .Availability for project (January,.1977);

2. Total cost (paets.andl'installation) under $50;

3. Compatibility with.testiyehicles.

Quality and Performance Criteria

1. Presentation of a clear visible and/or aUdible.signal of efficient/

inefficient driving techniques;

15



. RelatiVe:e se of

tP
...

3:' Product warrant of-at least 90 days.

installation by available shop personnel;

Three types of manifold vacuum gauges were commercially available at the time of

the test: the circular dial type (Figure 3.2), the indicator light, and the linear,

piston type (Figure J.3)..

The circular dial Ope.of'device instantaneously.indistes the intakek.

manifold vacuum by a" pointer on

vacuum in relative terms (good, fair, poor):

The ipdiCator light type of vacuum gauge informs the driver of vafilum

the dial face- Theaedevine; display manifold

,Level through one or more indicator lights, which are designed to activate'at

pre -set vacuum levels.

The third type ,of'vacuum gauge is a linear piston with low-vacuum event.

counter. As engine vacuum increases, the piston is gradually pulled into its
. ,

4 housing, displaying:a different color on'the piston at various vacuum-levels-
.

A counter on end of the piston houging records low-vacnuM events.. ,Accord--

ing to the manufaCturer of this-type of gauge,. there is a relationship between

l

fuel economy and the number of low-vacuum events which occur.

The particular linear piston-type vacuum gaugeta be used tihF e test4044 ;
,

been previously specified.(see'Section 2.1). The device chosen was the,
VacTach, a linear pison gauge with 'a log-vacuum event-counter, manufactured

2.

by C&E Enterprises, Inc.

Using the pre-determined selection criteria outlined above, a review of

' available vacuum *ices was undertaken and a dial-type gauge was al467chosen

Thr-the test. This- was the Motor Minder., a dial-type vacuum gauge manufactures

by Stewart-Warner, Inc . Throughout the remainder of this repoit(theseo .
devices are 'referred to by their generic names.

16
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Figur42. "MUIOt Minder Dial-Type rylrifold Vacum Gauge (Stewart-Werner)
44,
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The selection of any gauge does not imply that
e

was judged superior in

terms of performance, fuel economy effects, or any other specific characteris-

tics. A true evaluative--ranking of all vacuum gauges would Require an extensive

testing program. outside the scope of this pro j c These gauges were chosen

to represent generic types.

3.5. VEHICLE SAMPLE SIZE

Mean and standard deviation data from similar tests were used to determine

theapproximate number of vehicles needed in each of the five highway. segment

groups, such that the expected differences had less than a 5 percent chance of

being due to random experimental error. This analysis indicated that 60 to 75

vehicles were required in each of the four treatment groups and in the control

group. A total of 333 vehicles was'selected for inclusion in the highway

test. y
4.

An analysis of the early highway segment data indicated that a smaller

sample size would be adequate for the urban segment. A total of 145 vehicles

(5 groups of about 29 vehicles each) was selected for inclusion in the urban

test segment. Nine of these vehicles were eventually eliminated from the

test. The criteria for removing a vehicle included: severe accident, break-
)

down of vehicle, and primary driver reassignment. Data collected from these

nine vehicles was eliminated from the data base prior to analysis.

The original test plan specified that only vehicles which were assigned

to a single driver be used in the test. However, neither NTS nor Clark County

possessed enough single-driver vehicles to meet the requirement of a statisti-

cally adequate sample size. Approximately 50 percene''of the test vehicles had

only one driver. The remainder were driven by more than one driver, with the

principal driver accumulating about 80 percent of the total test vehicle-miles.

19



Driver participants were not selected as such; their participation in the

test was.based upon the fact that they were the drivers normally assigned to

the. vehicle used in the test. All of these drivers were members of the NTS or ,

Clark County work force. The socio educational background of the NTS labor

pool ranged from relaeively little edtication to post doctoral education. The

participants in the urbah segment 'came from a labor force composed of junior

to senior level managerial personnel. Employees who participated in the test

received no special treatment. Their participation in the test was presented

as a routine task comprising part of their normal workload.

3.6 DRIVER AWARENESS TRAINING COURSE

A review of existing training materials found no existing driver awareness

training plan which was both' sufficiently comprehensive and applicable to the .

test objectives. A Driver Awareness Training course was developed for the

project with the assistance of several experts in the field of fuel-efficient

driving.

The training course was designed to bejconducted within a four-hour

period: two hours of'classroom instruction in fuel-efficient driving techniques

followed by a t i, -hour driving demonstration in an instrumented vehicle. Each

student was given an opportunity to drive the vehicle and observe the response

of the instruments.

A.detailed summary of .the training course is presented in Appendix C.

20



4.0 TEST CONSTRAINTS

Ideally, any experiment should Abe conducted in an environment
which'eliminates or at, least minimizes extraneous factors that would tend to influencethe results. Factors such

as weather, driving
cycle, legal speed limit, andthe like should be held

constant if the
true relationship between fuel economyand driver awareness:education is to be
accurately measured. However, asubstantial problem arises in such a "labordtory"

environment. As the testenvironment,is increasingly displaced from the real (i.e,
uncontrolled)

environment, the driver's response to the
test environment becomes less

representative ofhis
response to the real

environment., Earlier tests havealready shown that fuel
economy improvements

in the 10 to 20 percent range.are"common in such controlled
environments. Although these .earlier tests showwhat is possible under ideal

conditions, their usefulneSs in describingdriver behaviors has been
confounded by efforts

to eliminate all sources of' extraneous variation.

The opposite extreme, no test controls
whatsoever, is equally

undesirable.Under such
conditions, it is virtually impossible to obtain accurate data orto interpret

results.'

Therefore, this project attempted, to identify and minimize major sourcesof' uncontrolled variance, within the additional constraint that such effortsdid not require the drivers
to alter their normal driving behavior except inresponse to the training

course and/or vacuum gauge. The following testconstraints and limitations are noted:

4.1
"DRIVER RESPONSE TO THE PROJECT

In any test involving or requiring human response or interaction, it isalways possible that the
participants, knowing that a testis being conducted,
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will respond differently than they would
without such knowledge. This phenomenon

is known as the Hawthorne effect. For example, it would be expected. that some

, t',,)
. -

,

test drivers would interact with one another during'. the test and that lnforma

t.ion concerning the test objectives and economy driving techniques would be

exchanged among the various groups. This May be especially true of the

control group members, who received no formal information about the project or

about driver aid devices. The high level of driver interest evident in

responses to the questionnaire reinforces
this hypothesis.

In addition, it is probable that at
least some drivers, perceiving the.

overall test objectives,
would attempt to perform-well in Orderto demonstrate

their accomplishment to their peers, and superiors. An .-Etempt.,Was
made to

reduce this effect by preventing dissemination
of test data to the drivers

until completion of the prOject. It is not the preSence or absence of motiva

tion or- pressure that is at issue here, but rather the source of such influences.

A driver who
carefully monitors his fuel economrand attempts to improve his

driving habits may do so entirely because of his own interests (-intrinsic

motivation). In fact, this is exactly the response desired in this project.

The relative absence pf extrinsic
motivation in this test ,was necessary in

order that the results would show the effects of intrinsic motivation.

Any other influences would be fleetSpecific.

were directed not t.40 discuss the project

any other type of extrinsic motivation

4.2 DRIVER/VEHICLE
ASSIGNMENTS

Therefore, the test managers

vtatArrformance information or
PP

to 4,ny of the participating drivers.

I

The originally specified to s condition of single driver/vehicle assignments

could not be completely met during the highway test segment. While most

vehicles had one principal Zver, anumber of the test vehicles were driven
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by more ,than one person. However, the vehicle miles driven by these other

personnel are estimated to be less than 20 percent of the total test vehicle

miles. The result of this mixing would be to confound the effects of the

various treatments to some extent, and to decrease the relatiye differenceS-

between the treatments. Driver/vehicle assignments during the urban segment

were better controlled, and thus little diffusion wits anticipated.

4.3 SPEED LIMIT ENFORCEMENT

The highway test.segeent,was conducted at the Nevada Test Site, where a .

maximum 55 mph speed'limit is strictly enforced. Itis thUs expected that

fuel economy improvements observed at this site will be somewhat less that

would be expected in a normal enforcement environment. The average incremental

'gain in fue/ economy normally realized with a speed eduction from 55 to 50

mph is in the three to five percent range.\ The effect of driver education

and/or the use of driver aids would normally be expected to result in some

'decrease in highway speed. This incremental effect may be small' or nonexistent
3

in the highway segment of the test project, since the strict enforcement

procedures of the Federal Government make it'likely that these drivers

"normally". adhere to a speed limit of 55 mph.

4.4 WEATHER EFFECTS

The climate within which both the urban and the highway segments of the

testwere conductecNis typical,of the arid Southwest region. Annual tempera
,

tures range _from C'F to 115'F. Rainfall level fs.low overall ,(four inches at

an elevation of 3,000 feet to about 12 inches at an elevation of 7,000 feet),

but tends to occur with great intensity over short periods of time. Severe,

dust storms are frequent. Low temperatures, wet roads, and the presence of

dust, individually or in combination, all act to reduce fuel econoty.
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In terms of weather effects, the substantive,difference which should be

noted between test phases of the highway segment.is that PhaSe fr was conducted

in an environment of decreasing temperatures (July through January), while

Phase II was conducted while temperatures were increasing (February through

July).

The urban' segment did not require.Phase I testing, as the baseline data had

already been collected. Thus, the urban testing took place solely in an environment

of falling temperatures (July through TeceMbet).
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5.1 TEST RESULTS

5.0 RESULTS

e test results are presented using two different methods of data

aggregatien. Table 5 -I presents the aggregated fUel economy results assuming-

that each vehicle's monthly fuel economy reading is of equal...importance,

regardless of miles traveled or fuel consumed. The average fuel economy of

. each'vehicle was computed for each month (monthly miles divided_by monthly

gallons). These values were then summed within each test group, and divided

by the number of vehicle-months, resultingin what is termed the,Average Group

Fuel Economy for each of, the test groups.

Another equally-acceptable form of data aggregation is presented in Table

5-2. In this case, the assumption is that each gallon of fuel consumed is

equally important. Therefore, the fuel economy change of a vehicle which

consumed a disproportionately large amount of fuel, is. given more relative

importance. This approach produces what-is termed Fuel Weighted. Average Group

Fuel Economy.

Statistical analysis was performed only on the Average Group Fuel Economy

values. The Fuel-Weighted data were not analyzed statistically since there

appears to be some controversy in the statistical community as to the validity .-%

and the meaning of the results of such an analysis.

The que ion arises as to which fuel economy value is the beSt estimate

of untreated fuel economy. If it.can be established that all of the groups

were essentially the same in.terms of fuel economy during Phase I, then the

best estimate of Phase II untreated fuel economy is the Phase II control\group

results. Comparisons of the-treated groups with'the Phase II control group

are then tlee,hest estimates of the net effects of the various treatments.
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TABLE 5.1

-FST RESULTS BASED UPON AVERAGE GROUP FUEECONOMY

.7

HIGHWAY SEGMENT URBAN SEGMENT"

GROUP

Phase I Phase II

MPG 'MPG

Change:

Phase II-

Phase I

MPG (%)

1. (Piston-Type

Vacuum Gauge) 12.81 13.34 \0.53 (4.1)

2. (Control) 12.53 12.86 0:33 (2.6)

3, (Training) 12.95 13:35 0.40 (3.1)

4. (Training plus Dial-

Type Vacuum

Gauge) 13.06 13.65 0.59 (4.5)

5. (Dial-Type Vacuum

Gauge) 12.72 13.24 0.52 (4.0)

All 12.81 13.29 0.48 (3.7)

Difference; Background Test Change:.

Phase II- (Phase I). (Phase II) Background-
, Phase Test

Control

MPG (%) . MPG MPG

0.48 (3.7) 11.10 10.7

10.4 10.84

10.950.49 (3,8) 10.18

0.79 (5.1) 10.14 C 10.68. .

0.38 (10)

0.43 (3.3)

10.96 11.50

10.56 10.93

`The statistical significance of the urban results is qualified.

See Section 5.1.1.

r4r.\

Difference:

Test-Control

MPG.( %)

-0.40 (-3.6)

0.44 (4.2)

0;77 (7.6)

0.54 (5.3)

.MPG (%)

-0.14 (-1.3)

0.11 (1.5)

-0.16 (-1.5)

0.54 (4.9) 0.66 (6,1)

0.37 (3.5) 0.09 (0.8)
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Comparispns within each group of the Phase II and Phase I results would

include these treatment effects, but the, effects of such extraneous variables

as:s_weather, driving patterns, use of air-conditioning, 'and the like would also

be reflected in these values. Thus, such comparisons would be confounded to a

degreeNwhich is not estimable.

If it cannot be established that the Phase I group fuel consumption is

essentially the same, the phase II control group fuel .economy cannot be

considered as the.best estimate of untreated fuel economy. In this case,. the

only reasonable comparison is between Phase Land Phase,II for each group. `As

stated'above, such comparisons will include the effects of extraneous variables

and thus may not accurately reflect the net effects of the treatments.

Therefore, the most meaningful results are inter-group comparisons of Phase II

fuel economy data, if analysis of Phase I (untreated) results establishes that

the g ups are essentially, similar.

5.1.1 .Average. Group Fuel Economy Results

An analysis of variance petformed on the Phase .I highway segment data

determined that no statistically significant fuel economy differences were

found at a five percent significance level. Therefore, we cannot reject the

hypothesis that all five highway test groups are essentially the same.,

An analysis of variance was then conducted on the Phase II highway

segment data to determine whether any group differed significantly from any of

the others. The results of this analysis indicate that at least one group

showed "a significant difference from the others. h subsequent Newman-Kuels

statistical- test revealed that all four of°the.treated,test groups now differed

:signiftcantly from the control group. In other Words, in Phase II each of the

four highway segment test groups experienced significantly improved fuel
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_economy when compared to the control group. Similar statistical coMParison

between Phase I and Phase II.data verify significant fuel economy increases

for all four treatment groups, but, no significant increase for the control

group.

The greatest difference in Phase II was achieved by Group 4 (training

%

plus dial-type vacuum gauge), which obtained an average group fuel economy 6.1

percent greater than that of the control group. The other three treatment

;groups were from.3 to .3.8 percent greater than the control group. The

' observed effect of the driver energy conservation training used in combination

'with a dial-type vacuum gauge was approximately twice as great as the,effect

Bchieved by using either treatment alone. In;..additionl the statistical

N\
analysis does not establish any significant difference in effect between the

two types of vacuum gauges tested.

While the analysis of variance performed on the Phase I highway segment

data does not reject the hypothesis that the untreated groups are essentially

the same, it does not prove that they are the same. Therefore, inter-phase

comparisons of.these data are also presented: In,this case, Group 4 Continues

to show the greatest improvement (Phase II is 4.5, percent greater than Phase

I), while the other three treatment group show improveMents in the 3.1
40

percent to 4.1 percent range. Again, there appears to be no difference

between the two types.of vacuuum gauges tested.

It is also possible to compare test results 'by assuming that inter-phase

changes which occurred in the control groups accuratelyreflect' extraneous

environmental and motivational factors which should be equally discounted from

the treatment groups. For example, the highway segment control group inter-
!

phase improvement was 2.6 percent. If it were assumed that the four treatment

28
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groups would have changed by this amount if they had not been treated, then

the "actual" improvements of Groups 1, 2, 3, and 5 1./61d be !.5, 0.5, 1.9, and

1.5 percent, respectively. However, this approach suffers from several

. proble First, its use implies that the Phase I groups are inherently

gent from each other in terms of fuel economy results. Thisj.mplication

t supported by the Phase I analysis of variance. Second, it assumes that

the interphase improvement of the control -group is significant.. Again, the

statistical analySis does not support this assumption. Finally, it assumes:

that the improvement of the control group is due'to non treatment

(i.e., envir n enta1J.factors which would equally affect all other groups as

well. A iew of the questionnaire results (Appendix 1),Question 2) showS

that 21 percent of the control group participants felt that they had changed

their driving habits in response to the project (versus 60 percent,of the

treatment group participants). This could art to knowledge that a

fuel economy test was in.progress and/or to the acquisition of specific

information concerning fuel-efficient driving techniques. Therefore, the

interphase improvement of the control. groups .can at best be ascribed to a

combination of the following factors: random variation, weather effects,

driving cycle effects, the 'Hawthorne effect, and the informal exchange of

information. about driving techniques. The relative degree to which each of

these factors affects the interphase comparisons is not known. Therefore, the

use of interphase'comparisons discounted by the control group requires several

assumptions which:arenot-supported by the analysis.- This does not prove'that

such a comparison is wrong, only that it cannot be supported by the data.

The urban test segment data were analyzed in similar fashion. The

background data analysis established that no significant differences had

29
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existO_TaMong the five untreated groups prior to the'teAt phase, at a five ,

percent' significance level. However, if -a ten percent'significance IeVel had

been specified, some significant.differences would have been found ; a'nd the

hypothesis of clivalent untreated groups would have been rejected. The

statistical test only states that we 'cannot be ,certain .(witILa five percent

or less chance of being wrong) that the treatment groups are'different from the

control group.

Since the results of the statistical analysis approach rejection of the

4
hypothesis, it must be understood that the urban results are of lesser signifi

cance and therefore of less value than_the highway results. This caveat is

reinforced by the discovery that approximately ten percent of the urban,fleet

vehicles lacked sufficient background data and thus were not included in the

analysis of variance performed.on the background data. Since the problems

encountered do not prove that thOe results are invalid, but show only that it

411
'c

116
'cannot tablished that they are valid, a aecision was made to include the

,urban result's in this report.

On the presumption that the analysis of variance of the (untreated) urban

segment background data support the hypothesis of essentiall equivalent

groups, a similar analysis of the urban test (treated) phase'was used to

establish that at least one group differed substantially from the others at

this point. Further comparisons revealed that the dialtype vacuum gauge

-group (Group 5) differ 1 significantly from the other four groups .(including

the control group). No 'statistical comparisons of the urban segment background
.

and test clta were conducted, because the background data for a substantial

proportion of th vehicles were not available..
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However, the results of the urban segment are somewhat questionable, ue

to.the problems stated above. Further analysis of the data is planned in

order to determine Whether these qualifications affect the statistical

significance of thd results.

4
1

5.1.2 Fuel-Weighted Average 'Group Fuel Economy Results

'AS discussed in Section 5:1, it is also possible to compare the test.

'results on -;the basis that each gallon of fuel consumed has equal importance.

This has 'been termed Fuel-Weighted Average Group .Fuel Economy and highway

segment results are presented in Table 5.2. Urban segment data were not
al

a

available 'in this form. Since there exists "some controversy with respect to

the proper Statisttical meth"ods be used with such weighted da,t
, no statistical. .

-t

analysis of theSe results had been conducted at the' time.this report as

issued. /' Statistical research-into this and related areas is present y being

/conducted for the DOE ,by H. T. McAdams of Falcon Research and Deve opment,

Buffalo, New York. If this is successful, statistical analysis of these
,

weighted data may be conducted at a later. date and may form the basis of a.

supplement.ply report.

The FUel-Weighted Group Fuel Economy results differ in several respects

ffOm the Average Group Fuel EconoMy results. presented in Section 5.1.1. The

means are different and the relatiVe differences between-the means are

different, within both phases and between each phase,

0
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TABLE 5,2 1.1.

/
TEST RESULTS BASEDup'oti"FuEl..ygIGFITED AVERAGE GROUP FUEL ECONOMY

'HIGHWAY SEGMENT URBAN SEGMENT

Change: Diffeience: Background Test. Change: Difference:
Phastl phase)! Phase II- Phase II- (Phase I) [Phase II) Background- Test-Control

' 0 Phase I Phase 11 Test

. Control
GROUP p, MPG 'MPG A MPG (%) A MPG ( %) MPG MPG A MPG % A MIN %)

1, (Piston -Type,

Vacuum Gauge

2, (Control)

3. (Training)

12.73 12.71 0 02'( -0.2) o(0)

12.51 12,71 t4 0,20 (1.6

12,84 12,98 0.14 (1.1) 0.27 (2.Th

N/A N/A 0.72 (-6,4)

N/A 11.21 N/A

10,97 N/A 0.24 (-2.1)

N/A :10.82 N/A 0,39 (-3.5),

0,73 (6.5)

k

N/A 0.12-1,1)

N/A

4. (Training plus Dial-

Type Vacuum

Gauge) 12.67 13:37 0.70 (5;5) 0.66.(5.2)

5, (Dial-Type ViCuurn

Gauge)

All

!Not available.

12.89 13,28. (3.0i 0.57 (4.5)

12.72 13.00 028 (2.2) 0.23 (2.3) N/A

P 11.94

11.09

N/A
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If it is assumed that the best estimate o'f untreated fuel economy is the

'.Phase II control group, then the highway segment treatment group which achieved

the greatest fuel economy improvement is again Grpup 4 (training plus'dial-type

vacuum gauge); with 5.1 percent greater fuel economy thah the Phase II

control group. The remaining treatment groups experienced improvements

from zero to 4.4 percent. 'While Group 1 (piston-type vacuum gauge) did not

improve, this cannot be considered significant, since thesei-Aata were not

statistically analyzed. Inter-phase comparisons again indicate that Group 4

experienced the greatest relative improvement.

5.1.3 Trend. Analyses

The monthly fuel economies/of each of the test groups for both test

phases and for each of the data aggregation methods used are presented in

figures 5.1 through 5.18. A regression analysis of the Phase I highway'

segment average group fuel economy on ambient temperature indicated that

ambient temperatur-e alone could not account for the observed effects. It can

also be seen that while a consistant fuel economy degradation is present in

the average group monthly data, this effect is not as evident (with the

exception of Group 4) in Ithe fuel-weighted data. This appears to indicate

that such degradation (probably primarily due to a combination of decreasing

ambient temperature and tune-up degradation) is more prevalent 'in those

vehicles which consumed less than they' numerical proportion of fuel and

hence, had less effect on the fuel-weighted data.

It is also observed that many of the figures indicate a linear or exponential

decrease in Phase II fuel economy. This may be indicative of a gradual loss

of learned Skills, loss of interest,. or a diminution of the Hawthorne Effect

over time. It could also reflect the effect of tune-up degradation, although
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this by itself is not considered a very'important-factor during the time

period in which the test was conducted.

In summary, the trend data indicate some interesting although somewhat °

cpnflicting time effects." Other than attempting to correlate fuel economy

with ambient temperature, no further statistical analyses of the trend data

had been undertaken at the time this report was issued.

5.1.4 Other Test Data

As a result of the data collection required for the analyses discussed in

Section 5.1.1, it was possible to aggregate the data in several different

forms and to provide additional test data which were not directly related

to the primary test objectives. These data are presented in Appendix Er,

5.1.5 Summary of Statistical Findings

Thelreyts obtained in the Driver Aid and Education test project generally

establish that a program of driver energy conservation awareness training com

biiled with educated use of a dialtype vacuum gauge can result in measurable

and statistically significant fuel economy improvement in the area of-five

percent. Additionally, the test results indicate that driver awareness '

training alone or the use of a vacuum gauge alone can improve fuel economy,

although the magnitude and statistical validity of these improvements are. less'

substantial than the improvements obtained through the use of training in

conjunction with the dialtype vacuum gauge.

,,, It must be noted that while the test results supportithe hypothesis that

use of driver energy conservation training and/or use of a vacuum gauge can

result in meaningful improvements in fuel economy, these findings do not

conclusively prove that such a relationship exists. While such a.relationship

appears: to have existed in the test .under discusslon, the results obtained do

not warrant generalization to all fleets and driving conditions.
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Only a portion of ,the large body of'data collected during the test project

has been subjected to rigorous review and statistical analysis. Further-

examination of these clta 'may establish relationships which had not been.

verified at the time this,report was issued.
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Figure 5.8
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Figure 5.18

Fuel-Weighted Average Fleet Fuel Economy
By Month and Phase, All Groups,

Highway Segment
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5.2 DRIVER QUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS

The Driver Questionnaire was administered to all highway segment

participants at the end of the testing program. Participants were instructed

to answer only those questions pertaining to their group's actual test partici-
.

pation. The questionnaire and ,a summary of responses are found in Appendi;Nfr
- r

This discussion focuses upon those questionnaire responses which are most

relevant to the overall test objectives.

5.2.1 Overall Assessment of Project Effectiveness

All highway segment test participants4d control group members were

sked-to-respond-to-this section of the questionnaire. Fifty-two percent -of

the respondents reported that theyohad changed their driving habits as a'

result of this program (Question 2), and 52 percent stated that they

have continued to practice these changes (Question 3).

Seventy-seven percent of the participants felt that the driver aid and

education test project was a worthwhile endeavor (Question 7); 18 percent of

the respondents did not feel that the project was worthwhile, and five percent

'did not respond to this question.

Despite the fact that all possible attempts were made to eliminate

extrinsic motivation as a test variable, examination of the driver questionnaire

results supports the supposition that the Hawthorne effect may have been

Present during the test. For example, asked if they had changed their driving

habits as a result of this program (Question 2), 21 percent of the driverS''id'

the control group answered yes, compared to 60 percent of the respondents in

the treatment groups.

5.2.2 Assessment of Driver Aid Devices

(This section of the questionnaire was completed only by participants who

had used either the dial-type vacuum gauge or the piston-type gauge, Fifty-
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eight percent of the respondents using the dial -type reported that use of the

gauge caused them to change the way they drive, and 36 percent of those using

the piston-type reported a change in driving habits (Question 21). Sixty-six

percent of drivers _us-ingthe dial-type felt that the e-vices helped them to

save fuel, and 46 percent of those who used the piston-type felt that the

device was helpful in fuel conservatijpn (Question 2).

Fifty-nine percent of drivers using the dial-type sa they would like to

have the device remain on their car, while 27 percent of those who had the

piston-type would like to have it remain (Question 20). envy percent who

had used the piston-type recommended that it be install d on all NTS vehicles,

and 47 percent of those who had used the dial-type reco mended such installa-

tion (Question 11),.

Some of the attitudinal difference between drivers using the dial-type

vacuum gauge and those using the piston-type gauge appears to be attributable

to qualities inherent in the specific type of device which was used, rather

than to vacuum gauges in general. For example, 66 percent of the drivers

using the piston-type device reported that their gauges required replacement

-i,
due to malfunction 'n the course of the test, while 4 percent of the dial-type.

devices malfunctione , and required replacement (Question 8).
?

Drivers using the dial-type device apparently had no difficulty in

reading the gauge while driving. This was not the case with those drivers who

used, the piston-type. Fifty-four percent of piston-type users reported that

the device was a distraction; 18 percent of dial-type users found the device

distracting (Question 14). Drivers were asked if any "near accidents" had

resulted from use of the vacuum gauge. ,Four of the respondents using the

piSton-type device reported "near accidents"; no "near accidents" were attributed
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to the gauge by users of the dial-type device (Question 15). In addition, 81

percent of dial-type users felt that the,vacuum gauge could be used effectively

at night, while 25 percent of those with the piston-type said the gauge could

be used at night (Question 24).

5.2.2 Assessment of Training Course

Test Tarticipants who had receiv4 the driver training course were asked

to evaluate the impact and effectiveness of the course. The course was given

a positf-.' assessment by the majority of participants: 81 percent reported

that the training course had motivated them to drive their test vehicle more

fuel-efficlentIy-;--9,61,-ercent-leltthat-theurse-had-also_mOtivated_them

drive their personal vehicles more fuel-efficiently; and 84 percent reported

that they continue to practice fuel-conservation driving techniques learned in

the training course (Questions 1, 2 and 3).

Seventy-eight:prercent of the course participants thought the course

should be given to all NTS drivers; 14 pe'rcent did not recommend that the

course be given (Question 7).

Eighty percent of those who had participated gave the training course an

overall rating of "good" or "excellent"; 14 percent rated the course. "fair "

and only five percent gave,an evaluation of "poor" (Question 8).

52p Questionnaire Summary

The results of this questionnaire indicate an overall positive response

to the Driver Aid and Education Test Project. This is most evident in the

assessments of the driver training course. The majority of, course participants

indidated that the training course was a valuable source of fuel- conservation

driving techniques and a positive influence on personal driving habits:
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Response to the vacuum gauge driver aids varied according to the type of

--vacuum gauge used in the test. The dial-type device was judged to be an

effective aid to fuel-e ficient driving; the piston-type gauge received a

generally negativg respon e. This difference appears to result from a combina-

tion of frequent malfunction and difficulties in reading the gauge which

occurred with the piston-type device. These problems were not encountered by

those participants who used the dial-type vacuum gauge.

r
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6.0 OBSERVATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

The following observations and conclusions, listed in order of importance,

are based upon analysis of the results obtained from the Driver Aid and

Education Test Project.

6.1 The results obtained in this test project provide support o he

hypothesis that measurable and statistically significant increases in fuel

economy can be achieved by the use of a driver energy efficiency awareness

training course or a manifold vacuum gauge, or by use of the training in

conjunction with the manifold vacuum gauge.

The fact that fuel economy improvements were also achieved in the

untreated control groups indicates that some additional factor may have an

influence on achievement of improved fuel economy. While improvements in the

con(rolpgroups were of smaller mgnitude than those achieved in the treatment

groups and are not considered-seatistically significant, these results indi-

cate that sheer awareness that fuel economy is being measured may result in

driving behavior which is more energy-efficient.
A

It is highly probable that achievement of improved fuel economy is
6

strongly influenced by the extent to which an individual driver'is motivated

to save fuel. Provision of driver training and -a device which provides fuel

economy-related information can convert this motivatia449pito real fuel economy

improvemeits. However, an individual who is not motivated to save fuel may

achieve no improvement, regardless of training and/or the vacuum gauge.

Peer interaction occurring within_ the context of a fuel economy, test May

provide a significant avenue for exchange of information about the objectives

--of-the-test,-thus-enhanting motivation. Such interaction may also result in

exchange of information about methods for improving fuel economy.



6.2. The results obtained during the highway segment of the test are

considered. more meaningful than the urban segment data. The validity Of
4

the urban segment results is questionable for several reasons: A substan-

tial number of vehicles were not included when analysis-..of vap-iance was

performed on the urban background data and the urban groups barely met

the criterion for inter-group similarity; the training program Tresented

to the urban segment drivers was different than the program used in the

highway segment; and the urban sample was Less than half the size of the

highway. segment sample.

While these deficiencies do not conclusively establish that the

urban segment results are invalid, they certainly imply that the highway

segment results should take precedence in making generalizations from the

findings of this project.

6.3 Review of the monthly trends in group fuel economy indicates an.

apparent degradation of motivation or of behaviors learned in the training

course for most of the treatment groups.

Depending n the method of data aggregation used in analysis, the

trend results could support several conflicting hypotheses, including.the

presence or absence of tune-up degradation; ambient temperature effects;

or the gradual loss of learned fuel-efficient driving habits.

Since the trend data has not been subjected to statistical analysis,
. -

it is difficult to generalize_from it without citing, one or more exceptions.

.6.4 Comparisons of the di1 -type and the piston-type vacuum gauges

made using the Average Group-Fuel-EcOnomy method of data aggregation show
e

that both gauges achieved similar, significant increases in fuM_. economy
4

x7 in the highway segment of the test. The urban segment results, while of
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less statistical importance, indicate a clear adVantage'of the dial-type

as compared to the piston-type gauge. Nonstattttgcal comparisons using

the fuel-weighted methO44/f data aggregation also indicate a strong

advantage for the dial-type gauge. However, the statistical analysis

conducted indicates that4it is- not possible to reject. the hypothesis that

the two gauges tested were equally effectiVe.

6.5 The resultg of theArivertue'stiortnares. p&icate that drivers Who
/ .

".,i'' . .

used the dial -type gauge gave a p'ossitlye'overallre nse to the gauge about

twice'as often as driver§ who had uSed the piston-ty*. This may be due in
.

t.,

part toretlp frequent mannctioning.of the piston -type gauge throughout the
1 /

.

,

. -
*,,

teS,t'i-phases, and to relative df4tttcu in intierpreting the piston movement
)

and its lack of range.

6.6 Changes were made in the content and presentation, of the training
,

course between the highway and urban segments, making it impossible to

obtain adequate measures of the relative,effects of the training course

with respect to driving cycle.

6.7 No group correlation was found between el efficiency ratio (FER),

as measured by the piSton-type vacuum gauge, and relative fuel ,economy.
.

Thus, FER cannot be considered as a,meaningful measure of fuel'°efficient

driving techniques.
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7:0 RECOMMENDATIONS

'Based upon the results of thig test projlft, the following recommendations
_

are offered:

7.1 GENERAL REC OMMENDATIONS
c,

7.1.1. The ij,limediate installation of v4cuum gauges alone on additional

government vehicles is not iecpmended at this..time. Use of vacuum a,lages

should be :considered only in coloinction with aformal program to motivate and

train government drivers.in driyer"energy"conservaEion awareness techniques,

and the gauges PhoUld only be used'as a driver training aid.

.
1

7.-1.2. It is 'recommended that the Department of Energy.provide

support for res

contioud'

ch in the area pf'fuel-efficient .driving,tcChniques.

Specifically, stions of optimum acceleration rate, braking, turning,
.

.

,
, 4

stopping, hill climbing and hill de Scending should be investigated to*determine
,

I

the optimum techniques fdr use in clriVei- energy a4arenesP. traiming curricula:
. .2

This type of:researotractlVity hastwo7fold importance: the research can
°

provide,useful,informption'for energy conservation anapolicy decisions using

existing technology:, itt'nd, the interest' in fuel econoM7, exemplified by the

projects will proyide an example of energy ,consetwation activities which coulddy
# '

7'
.. .1 .

. .' 44 j ..

If

li . .

ft-. bel-purSued by other vehicle fleet operators
'

7,1.3. Further analysis of. the 'data collected during this test project

iS-recOmmended; specifically In the areas of statistical methddS;. driver-,
. d p .

dhartacAristics, vehicle. characteristics, the Howthorrie.effect correlation

of fuel economy with driver characiertipsandjobThpsignmente: and other

parameterS that 'may assist irk explaining, data inconsistencies or ObPerved



/.1.4. It is recommended that the Federal Government considqr.institution

of the req4kremeht that-all applicants for federal driver's. licenses (both °

government employees and government contractors) complete training in driver

energy conservation awareness prior to licensure.

' 7.1.5. recommended that a teaching textbook be prepared for.

vehicle fleet .oper.itors. This text should al,so be suitable for use"by
.

the public ''school system and the general public.

7.1.6. It is recommended that further research in human factors be

initiated in order to deVelop'more effective methods of providing audio/

visual /tactile feedback to the vehicle driver, facilitating fuel-efficient

driving behaviOr.

7.2 SPECIFIC RECOMMENPATIONS.

7.2.1. It is. recommended that the Drdver Energy Conservation Awareness

Training be continued, and expanded to include all Governtent-licensed,

drivers at the Nevada Test Site and the NeVada Operations Office in Las

' Vegas,: Nevada.

7.2.2. It is recOmmended that all light -duty vehicles 'at the Nevada Test

-Site be instrumented with dial-1-type- vacuum gauges, but only in --conjunction

with driver energy conservation awareness training.

7.2.3: It is recommended that fuel and mileage records be kept on all

.light-duty_vehicles at the Nevada Test Site, in order to monitor the effects

of, driver training%.

7.2.4. It is recommended that driver energy conservation awareness

graining methods be further refined and modified to suit th specific driving

environment and types of Vehicles used at the Nevada Test'S*te.

J.
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GLOSSARY

Analysts of Variance: A statistical technique used to determine the extent to

which each of seveial-independent variables has contributed to changes observed

in the dependent variable. In the Driver'Aid and Education Test Project,

analysis of variance was used to determine whether the use of a vacuum gauge

driver aid and /or participation in a 'driver awairesa training course (indepen-

dent variables) contributed to changes in fuel economy (the dependent-variable

in this test).

cAyerage Group - or Average Fleet - Fuel Economy The term used to represent

the aggregation of fuel economy data on a group or fleet basis, which implies

that each vehicle is equally important to the results, regardless .of distance

traveled or fuel consumed.

DOE: The United States Department. of Energy.

DOE /HQ: Department of Energy Headquarters, Washington, D.C.

tY
DOE /NV: The Nevada Operations fice of the U.S. Department of Energy.

L
DOT: The United States Department of Trans D, ation.

?)
DOT-TSC: The U.S. Department 'of Transportatioh, Transportations Systems

Center (Boston, Mass.).

Driver Aid Device: Any mechanical or electronic device which is used to

provide the driver with information about engine or vehicle pefdrmancg related,

\

either directly or indirectly, to fuel economy. 'Driver aid device as used in

this report-refers only to the manifold vacuum gauges uaed.in the test project.

Dynamometer: An apparatus for measuring the mechanical poWer output of an

engine or motor vehicle:

-FER: -Fuel Efficiency Ratio. Defined.as the number oflow-vacuum events
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divided by the number of engiqe.starts observed during a given driving sequence,

as measured by the piston-type *cuum gauge used it this project.

Fuel-Weighted Average Group'- or Average Fleet - Fuel Economy: The N,rm used

to represent the aggregation of fuel economy data on a group or fleet basis,

which implies that each gallon of fuel consumed is equally important to ehe

results regardless of which vehicle consumes the fuel. Hawthorne Effect: The

term used to refer to the observed fact that when human subjects are in a

research project they may change their normal behavior because they perceive

that this behavior is bging tested or evaluatd, These changes in -behavior

may either enhance or detract from the real effects of a specific treatment,

thus confounding the results.

Light-duty Vehicle: Any vehicle with a gross vehicle weight (GVW) rating

less than &,000Ipounds.

Low-Vacuum Event Counter: A feature of the piston-type vacuum gauge used in

this project. It records the number of times that the engice- manifold vacuum

'drops below a set valu0

Manifold Vacuum Gauge: A devide-which'measures and displays.the value of

enge intake manifold vacuum." High manifold vacuum (i.e., low absolute
A

manifold pressure) is generally associated with low power output and high fuel

economy.

MPG: Miles Per Gallon. The number of miles traveled per gallon of gasoline

consumed.

MPH: Miles.l!er The-oumber'of-mi-les tra-veled-in-one hour-.

NIS:, The Nevada Test Site. .A Federal reserve operated by the United States
a

Department. of Energy, arvdximately X65 miles NorthOest of .Las Vegas, Nevada.

.odometer: An instrument for measuring the distancetraveleA by 4 vehicle.
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Random Variation: The opposite of a "significant" variation, this is the term

applied to results which have shown upon statistical analysis to have a random

probability of five percent or more, indicating that the result in question

could have occurred by chance, rather than in response to a specific treatment.

REECO: Reynolds Electric and Engineering Company, Inc., an NTS contractor.

Significance Level: A term used to indicate the probability that a given

result did dot occur by chance. For example, a significance level of .05

indicates a 95 percent probability that the resultin question did not occur

by chance.

Statistical Significance: 'When test results are termed "statistically significanftk

'this.Means that the data have been subjected to statistical techniques which

permit the researcher' to reject the hypothesis (with a.5 percent or-less

.chance, of. being wrong) that these resulbts have come about by chance.

Significance Test: The mathematical procedure used to, determine the probability

that a'given result occurred by chance.

TEC: The Division of Transportation Eqergy Conservation, a division within

the United States Department of Energy.

a.
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APPENDIX A.

TEST VEHICLE CHARACTERISTICS AND LOG SHEETS
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Figure A-1 -- Typical Vehicle Characterization and Checkout Sheet*

FUEL ECONOMY TEST- LIGHT DUTY VEHICLES
TEST VEHICLE SPECIFICATIONS AND:TREFARAT1ON

:SPECIFICATION LIST

Date
Car No.
Year and Make
:Model" & Body
Vehicle I.D. No.
Production Other.
Engine Disp.
Net H.P. Comp. Ratio.
Engine No.

'"Garb. Type & No.
Distributor ,No.
Exhaust System Type
Transmission
Rear Axle Type & Ratio
Brakes - Front Rear
Steering
Tire Make Size

Load. Range Type
Cold Inflation - Tire Pressure

RF
LR 'RR

Test Weight
Tires must have a minimum of
100 Mile (160 km),'Break-in

GHECK OPTIONAL EQUIPMENT

Power Disc. Brakes '.,

Power Drum Brakes
Power Steering
Air Conditioning
Radio
Power Seats
Power Windows
.Power Door Locks

TEST FUEL SPECIFICATIONS

.Fuel Type and Grade
Gravity (API or SpecifiC)
Reid Vapor Pressure PSI (Pa)

I *
Completed at the he beginning of Phases I.and II

CHECKLIST

p.

Engine 0/1 Level
Coolant Level
'Transmission Fluid Level
Belts and Hosed - Tight
Emission Controls - Functional
Choke Operations
Throttle Operations'
Pump and Nozzles - No leaks
Ignitilon Wires - Tight.
Brake Drag Not Excessive
Transmission Operation
Tire Pressure and Condition
Engine Tune
Ignition-Timing_
Idle RPM Idle Co.
Ignition Point Dwell
Wheel Alignment
Air Cleaner Clean
A/C Compressor Lead - Removed
No Fuel Leaks
Manifold Head Valve
Fan Clutch

ODOMETER ACCURACY

Actual

COMMENTS:

Reads

CAR CHECKED BY:

DATE:

A2
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Figure A-2 -- Typical Vehicle Operiting, Profile Characterization Sheet

14,

VEHICLE PROFILE

Month Vehicle Number

PLEASE. CIRCLE BEST ESTIMATE

1.1 Number of drivers assigned t this vehicle.

1 2 3 or more

2. Average number of passengers (excluding driver).

1- 2 3 or more

4.

Major, driving pattern:

a. Slow speed (15 to 35 mph) 'stop and-go

b. Moderate speed.(25 to 45 mph) few stops

c. High speed (40 mph and up) few.speed.changes

. ,

4.' Was air. conditioningAsed (percent of time)?

0% 10% 20 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

(

5. Were heavy loads (in excess of 100 lbs.) hauled (percent of time)?

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50%, 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

I

Submit this vehicle profile sheet to your Administrative
.Office within 4 working days following the end of each month.
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Table A-1 Highway Test Segment

GROUP ASSIGNMENTS BY VEHICLE CHARACTERISTICS

Characteristics

Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 Group 5 Total

(Ttaining (Dial.. /
(Piston Plus Dial Vacuum

Vacuum Vacuum Gauge)

Gauge) (Control) (Training) Gauge)

Vehicle Size

Compact

Intermediate

and Full 4'

Pick-up Truck

Transmission Type

9

11

B

45

61

3

54

10

/Automatic

Manual

Air Conditioning

Oatior,

Air

No Air

10 10 11

8 10 9

45 '48 45

60 63 62

5 3

52 54 54

11 t 14 11

11 53

7 42

48 231

62 308

4 18

267 1,
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Table A2 Tally of Highway Seg t Vehicles by Characteristics

INSTALLED
VEHICLE TRANSMISSION AIR NUMBER

TYPE TYPE CONDITIONING OF VEHICLES
r.

compact Automatic Yes 53

Intermediate

and Full Size Automatic

Intermediate

and Full Size Automatic Yes . 41

Pick-up Truck, Automatic
,,

No 44

Pick-up Truck Automatic Yes ,169

Pick-up Truck Manual No 14

Pick-up Truck Manual Yes- 4

TOTAL 326



Characteristics

1

Vehicle Size

Table A-3 Urban Segment

GROUP ASSIGNMENTS BY VEHICLE CHARACTERISTICS

Group 1 -Grbup 2 Group 3 Group Group 5 Total

yr,/
(Training (Dial

(Piston Plus Dial Vac.uUM
Vacuum ." Vacuum Gauge)
Gauge) (Control) (Training) Gauge)

.,;_Compact 15 15 15 15 15
Intermediate

end Full 3 3 14'
1/2 ton Pick-up truck 7 7 6 if 35
3/4 ton and 1 ton

Pick-up truck 4 5 3 4 20

Transmission Type

Automatic 27 27 27 27 25 1133

Manual 2 2 . 2 2 2 10

TOTALS . 29 29 29 29 27 143

-Ai
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FIGURE A-3

SAMPLE

TEST VEHICLE DRIVER'S LOG*

* Month

Vehicle No.

Gallons
Odometer

.

Reading Date Station
"Driver

Initials

*
t.ibmic. this log sheet '0 your Administrative offT(T,;ia-Hl:i,ft_.,

4 workidg days following the end of eachlmonth.
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;
VEHICLE NO.

FIGURE A-4'

SAMPLE

TEST VEHICLE LOG SHEET

GALLONS VDOMETER READING DATE STATION

- es

'

1:1

4

*it
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TEST SITE CHARACTERISTICS
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APPENDIX B

TEST SITE CHARACTERISTICS.

. e highway segmAt of the test was conducted at the Nev'ada Test Site,

a Fedetal facility opgrated by. the Department of Energy approximately 65 miles

nOrthWest of Las Voia-4 Nevada. (Figure B71.) The testsite encompasseg a

contiguous area of approximately 1400 square miles, a major portion of which

consists of flat or rplling desert area, but some of the site is mountainous

,',terrain with extreme.road grades (FigUre B-2). All Main road's within. the NTS

. ,

are two or .four lane" asphalt paved and in good toexcellent' c4dition. 7

;Typical-driving within the area consists of trips of 10 to 30 miles, which is

,similar to most highway travel on publiC roads-.

Lopal"Weatheris'typical'of the surrounding desert: usu!afly, dry,

with infrequent, intense rainfall, winter snow at the higher-altitudes, and

Sub'Stantial.changes in'diurnal temperature. Average annual precipitation

ranged from 4 to 12 inches, depending"upon elevation. Annual teMperatures.

\---rnge7from00F (-18no in winter'to 1150F (45°C) during the summer. Mean

temperatures for_the projeCt period are presented in FiguresB-3 through

B-5.

O

Wind ..speed at the site is usually lowbecause Most bf thearea is

protected by mountains. Prevailing winds are from4he northeast, with an

average speed of 7.2 mph. Wind,speed higher in the unprotected areas of the

-resqrve, and windblown sand is a frequent phenomenon in these areas.

The urban test segment was conducted within the environsof Las Vegas,

Nevada.This area is representative of a moderhtely congested urban driving

r

environment,. with traffic concentration occurring during morning, noon and

evening rush hOmrs. LAS ,Vegas is more compact than most cities becauSe

B2
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'suitable building and living spade is determined by available wa.ter'supply:

. .

Consequently, almost all of, the inhabitants live and work within the city'

limits. Driving ip'sthis.segment' was typically the short, ity-city trips of

r

the Clark County.j.nspectors managers, and,superors.

'Weather conditions. in Las Vegas axe' similar to those at the Neva4a,
o

Test Site, althOughave4agerlperaUreS are S'omeWhat highgr diurnal
' 4

extremes Smalfet., Due tp.the lack; of ilrotectJX/e surrounding mountains, wind

.speeds are greater than\at ifie.NTS: Prevailing winds are from the.-.Southt,

with an average speed of,9 mph. Rainfall in the city is lOw, infrequenteglid.

often intense.

period:.

No measurableSnowfall occurred in the area during the:'test

7

,F,igures"B-6 and .13-71

environmgnts at.the highway an an test sites. ,

reSpectively illustrate typical dnivinj
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BACKGROUND

All urba

SUMMARY OF DRIVERTRAINING
METHODS AND MATERIALS,

A

and highway segment test drivers in Group.3 -(training only),

and'Group ( "Mining plusdial.vacuut gauge) attended a training coutse .

'designed to educate them in fuel-efficient driving techniques.' The-tratning

course was developedby REECO training perso 1 at the Nevada Test .Site with

'the assistance of. FEA personnel and Mr. Robert Allen '(McDonnell.Douglas

Company), an expert tn.highwaiorphicle fuel conservation techniques.,

DeVetopffient of the training course required approximately five months
4

(September,1976, to 'January,,1977). A workshop and pilot demonstration,of
.

the course were conducted at DOE offiCes in Germantot,m, Maryland, in earlx,

January, 1977 Approximately 20 participants from industry 'and Federal, state
0. _

and'local governments attended.. A refinement of the course wasbased upon

this workshoil
.

demonstration, incorporating the suggestions supplied by

'participants.
1

COURSE DESCRIPTION

The training course presented to the highway sexment participants was 1

a four hour, program. Groups of 20 students were given a two hOurias'sroov61

presentation which included an introdudtion describing only their part of the

test, description of various fuel-saving driving eerhn1-ques, class Parti-

cipation_ in ranking these techniques, and two films demonstrating the eflectS

: .

of both efficient and inefficient driving techniques. each student then spent
/

v7

approximately two hours in, an instrumented vehicle.:-Part of this time was

sp-ent as,a passenger, observing the responses' of the instruments, and ihe

was ppht actually driving the vehicle: Following the in- .vehiclereminder

C7
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1
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'program; the students attended a halfhour,session, at which time the course

w.as summarieed,results of invehicle tests'were presented, and each student

was requested to complete an'evaluation,of the course.

The urban segment training course was slightly medif *d from the

highway segment version de'scribed above. The course was shortened to three

:hours-, .class size averaged nine students, and a preinstruction, invehi le

test was added to the'presentation.

.DETAILS OF THE TRAINING COURSE

1. Slides on FuelEfficient Driving Teehni ues and Ener Conservation

Awareness

Approximat60 slides were shown and discussed during the classroom

demoqstration- _Slide topics included air and tire drag, cold starts,

acceleration, engine and vehicle size, vehicle speed effects, carburetor

function, effects of..engine wear, Viscosity of lubricants, and t ypes of

instruments and gauges available. Additional slide topics included the energy

crisis,-maintenance methods, and other subjects of related interest- This

presentation wasp designed to establish awareness of the energy crisis and to

promote methods.which eachstudent could use to improve his vehicle fuel

economy.

2. Group Participation

Each class was divided into small-working groups. Every group received

a packet of 50 cards, each of which expressed a fuel conservation idea. The

groups were instructsl to discuss each. idea and arranges the cards in order of

relative importance 'according to group,,consensus. Each groUp's ranking was

then discussed with the entire class.' .,T11.1.s method was used to stimulate group

cAs.discussion and to assist the students in formulating questi

C3
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3. Films

Two films were used in the highway segment course:

"Featherfoot," by Honeywell, Inc., (30 minutes) was presented at the beginning

of the course, and "Saving Energy on the Road," by Ramsgate Films (15 minutes)

-
was shown during the filial session. Subsequent review of the training course

indicated that.the two films used in the highway segment were somewhat redun-

dant. Therefore, only "SaVing-Energy on the Road" was presented in the Urban

segment of the course.

4. Carburetor Model

A Rochester four barrel carburetor was used as a teaching aid during the

course to illustrate the relationship between accelerator pedal movement and

carburetor.sespunse. The action of the choke, accelerator pump, and poWer

valve were also demonstrated.

5. Instrumented Vehicles and In-Vehicle Instruction

Three automobiles were instrumented for the training course. A dial

vacuum gauge, a linear vacuum gauge, and a fuel and distance totalizer were

installed in each training vehicle (Figures C-1 through C -3). During

.in- vehicle training, the student driver and the student passengers could

observe the instruments function. Each student was instructed to dlive

. "normally" over a specified course, during which fuel consumed and distance

'raveled were measured. A driving instructor then demonstrated fuel- efficient-1

driving techniques. Following the classroom instruction, each of the students

was allowed to drive the vehicle again over the,same course. Fuel and

distance were measured and compared to the results obtained prior to classroom

instructions. Each driver was,..told how his fuel economy had changed and the

reasons for his good (or poor) performance were explained. Diagrams Of-the

highway and urban driving cycles are shown In Figures C-4 and C5.



6. Training Course Evaluation

After completion of classroom and in-vehiCle instruction, each student

was asked to, evaluate the course and to offer recommendations for its

improvement.

7. Outcome of ,Training Sessions

The fuel economy achieved by each training course participant was

theasur4d during the in-vehicle training The highway segment participants

experienced an average improvement'of 9..9 percent. The urban segment parti-

cipants experienced an average of 4.6 percent improvement. The lower relative

improvement of the urban groups may be due, at least in part, ,to an'observed

increase in urban traffic congestion which occurred during the post7-training,

in- vehicle tests.

C5
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Figure C-1. Typical DialType Manifold Vacuum. Gauge Installation. (Gauges Used InTest Were'Not Numerically Graduated)
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Figure 02. Typical Piston-Type Manifold Vacuum Gauge'Instailation.;N
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APPENDIX D

\DRIVER AID AND EDUCATION TEST PROJECT

DRIVER QUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS'

Section A

Q:1, Dni You keep a record of your mpg?

Q.2,
,

Did yo change "youriiying habits

as a result of this program? , 12(21) 45(79)

Do you continue to practice mesa
changes? 14(25). 19(33)

Q,4, Did the lack of information on your

mpg Performance affect your attitude

toward the project?

Q.6. Do You believe that die United State$

is currently experjencing anvergy
crisis?

Q1. Do You feel that this project was
worthwhile? 42(74)

CONTROL GROUP 57) TREATMENT'GROUPS (n=222)2

No ,No

Yes No Response Yes. No Response

#(%) *( h) #(0/0) #(%)

o / 126(57) 95(i) 0 1( 1)31(54) 26(46)

A2(21)

46(81) ,

Some of the'questions ere out of segue

9(16)

a due to formating considerations.

The base Rs liom which the parcentages are calculated are not equal to the total number of participanis in each of the 5 teat groups. Thin's used in this
table reflect the total number Of group members from whom this data had been collected at the time this report was presented, However, scrutiny of

those liter reapontes which re not included shows no significant deviation from the results

'134(60) 88(40)

24(42) 131(519) 58(26) .57(26)
1

28(13) 189(85) 5( 2)

2( 4) 159(72) 54(24) , 11( 5)

7(12) 174(78) 41(18) 14( 6)

Percentages shown were rounded to the nearest Whole number.



/

Section A Cont'd

._._.S2NTFIT.G13=57)
TREATMENT GROUPS (n=222)

ks,
Yes

# (%)

No /

ResPb9se Yes No
ft(%) #{70 #(%) (%)

Q.8, Would you have worked harder at
conserving fuel if had been
paid for th; fuel savings? 14(25)

C1.6. How many people, to your knowledge, drove your vehicle on a routine bast?

38(67) 5(9) 60(27) 154(69) 13(6)

Treatment Group: 1 '101; 2 = 57; 3 40; 4 11; 5 :7-4 12;

Control Group: 1 30; 2 .7.: 13; 3 = 6; 4!--- 0;

No response

5 = 5*; No response =.2
1-----

s,4

4 " .

1



Section B (n 185)

ft

y.

Q..1: Do you feel you understand how to use this device
to help you drive more fuel efficiently?

Yes

#(%)

150(81) 17(9)

No flesponse

(%)

18(10).

Q. 2. Do you feel that the device helped you
save fuel?

3, Did the_written instructions (VacTach only)
adequately explain the use of the device?

VacTach

Motorminder

261100154,
741

45(25)

23781 65(35)

6(3)

u

20(11)

134(72)

Did you'do anything during, the test period kt,

to deactivate tt device?

Q,. '6. Did you attemp

-.niimbetof viol
drive so as to minimize the

(VacTach only)?

ice'oPerated properly'6, 7, DiY: ylou feel ;to

during-the test?

Was yoUr die replace 'at sometime during
the test malfunctioned?

6. g, Would oz)me addital instruction on the use
of the device hay IrFau4n useful?

Q.10. Did you drive, in iecond gear more oft
after the device Was installed to P

from receiving Y.Lolations (VacT ch) or

registering low vacuum reading?

,2(1) 165(89)

VacTach

Motorminder

VacTach

Motorminder

23

9121(65)38571,

44(24)

42(23)

36(19)

23(12

11

10(5)

41(22)
11

105
181123(66)

130(70)

99(54)

131(7,1),..

23(12)

20(11).

19(10)

63(34)
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Section 8 Cont'd

4

)0.11. Would you recommend that style of vacuum
gauge be installed in all Nevada Test Site
Ugh! vehicles?

11\a 12 , I'l Haile o u installed a vacuum gauge on your
person I vehicle?

Q.14., Was the device a distraction?

Q.15; Did the device cause any near accidents?

Q.20. Wo'Uld yoii like to have this device remain
on yourTar? .

Has the use of the device caused yOu to
change the way You drive?

?

Q.24, Has practice using the device decreased
the effort required to use it?,,

Q.21.

,

.VacTach

Nlotorminder

VacTach

Motorminder4

VacTach

Motorminder

VacTach

Motormihder

vtart
Motorminder

VacTach
.

Motorminder

Yes No , No Response
#(%) #(%)

53

11
.} 64(3

15(8)

23°0 1 5°(27)

40

151,82(44)
67 )

20 I 85(46)

14
105(57)

44

149(81)

9224.}

15113"} 164(89)

34
37 71(38)

99/53)

35 1

82(44)

35
18 53(29)

412)

32(17)

27(15)
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Section, 8 Cont 'd

at

4

ti

0. ,

C, How much would you be willing to pay:for e'davice identical or similar to the

$O: 47(25%) '., $2: 4(2%) 29(16)
$15:, 12(6%) 9(5%) $50:. 1(1%)

When was'the.device useful'?

Accelerating: 77(42%)

Never: 32(17%)'

Decelerating:
6(3 %)

No Response: ,0

one installed on your vehicle?,

'Steady Driving: 70(38%)

1

0.16: How often did you look
,,...

at the device when it was first installed in your car?

Nower,i(1%) Rarely 4(2%)

tNO s, :Re'spron4e: 17(9%)
,

0.17 Howoftan did YOU look at the device toward the eritd of the test?

Never: 9(5%)

.No :Response: 17(9%)

Sometimes:, 26(14%),..c,

Rarely: 33(18%) Sometimem62(34%),

1.18' in your opinion, what percent* of fuel can be savedjhrough diligent use of this device?

None: 14(8%) 1.5%: 63(34%)

16-20%: 5(3 %) Over 20%: 0

610%: 55(30%)

No-Response: 38(21%)

$10: 24(13%)'

No RespeRse: 59(31%)

Frequently: 137(.77%)

Frequently: 64p5%1

11-15%: 10 ,%)

a

1



Section B Com'd

0.19., How do you feel that the device and its use influence driving safety?

Moderate Increase: 43(23%) Great Increase: 7(4%) No Affect: 96(52%)
Moderate Decrease: 20(11%) Groin Decrease: 1(1%) No Response: 18(10%)

0.22. Whet degree of effort was required to read the display?

Very Eaf: 126(68%) Moderately Easy: 35(19%) Moderately Difficult:- 6(3%)
Very Difficult: 1(1%) No Response: 17(9%)

0.23 Has practice using the device decreased the effort required to use it?.

No Change: 77(42%) Somewhat Easier To Use: 48(26%)
Much Easier To Use: 36(19%) No Response: 24(13%)

a

,P-



Section C

Q 1.

Yes.
#(0/4

No No Response
#(%) #(%)

Did the Training. Course (TC) motivate you to drive
your vehicle more fuel efficiently? 90(81) 21(19).

Q. 2. Did the TC motivate you to drive your private
Vehicle(s) more fuel efficiently? 88(79) 23(21)

Q. 3. If you stated yes on Questions 1 or 2, are you
continuing to practice fuel conservation driving
techniques? 93(84) 2(2) A 16(14)

Q. 4. Did you tell other members of your family about
some of the TC fuel conservation driving
techniques? -91(82) > 19(17) 1(1)

.Q. 5. Did the TC cause you to consider the purchase of a
s

vacuum gauge for your personal vehicle? -e-' 40(36) - 68(61) 3(3)

Q. 6. Would you like to receive more informatidn on fuel
conservation driving techniques?

1----.2
80(72) -28(25) 3(3)

Q. 7. WoUld you like to see the course expanded to all
Nevada Test Site licensed driver employees? 87(78) 15(14) 9(8)

Cl. 8. What is your current evaluation of the training course?

Poor: 5(5%) Fair: 16(14%) Good: 73(66%) EmeIlent: 16(14 %) No RAponse: 1(1%)
--! ali



Section C Cont'd
Yes No No Response
#(%) #(%) ' #(%)

0. 9. Have you installed a vacuum gauge on your own
personal vehicle? -

.... 11(10). 99(89) 1(1)

Q.10. Would a well prepared movie have been as effective
as the instructor conducted training course? 33(30) , 74(67) \4(4)

0.11. Did you feel handicqpped because you did not have a
device installed in your vehicle (Group 3 only)? 10(9) 41(37) ., 60(54)

,*
Q.12. How could TC be improved?. EmpFlasize Deemphasize No Response

a. Classroom instruction 53(48) 12(11) 4601)
b. Behind-the-Wheel instruction 84(76) 4(4) 23(21)

c. Visual aids 51(46) 13(12) 47(42)

d. Question and answer period 54(49) 13(12) 44(4Q)

e. Detailed information'on vehicle functions 66(59) 8(7) 37(33)

f. Conservetion movies
-..

51(46) 15(14) 45(41)
g. Interaction among students 32(20) 19(17) 60(54)

n h.' Other
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APPENDIX E ,

ADDITIONAL TEST DATA

Tables E-1 and E-2 present the test results by test group and vehicle

class for the highway and urban test segme ts, respectivelyj Tables E-3 and

E-4 present comparisons of the test result by test vehicle age,foethe

highway and urban segments, respectively.
/

Figures E-1 throth E-6 present the comparison of FuelEfficiency Ratio*

versus fuel economy air the piston vacuum gauge groups for each of the vehicle

size-classes/n each test segment. No general correlation between fuel
. .

economy and Fuel_Efficency Ratio was.found to exist in the data. .,

*'Fuel Efficiency Ratio, (PER) is defined as the total number of low engine
vacuum events divided by the number of engine starts. The piston vacuum
gauge manufacturer claimed-p there-was a correlation between FER and fuel
economy. .



TABLE E1 .

Highway Segment Comparison of Phase I and Phase II Results by Vehicle Type .

Test
Group

,

Compact Intermediate Pickup Truck
i

,. 1 2 n 1 2 . A

1. Piston Vacuum Gauge , 11 17.1_ 18.1 1.0 8 13.4 13.6 6;2 45 11.7 ril2.1 0.4

2. Control 10 16.3. 16.7 0.4 8 14.0 14.1 0.1. ,,,. 45 11.5 11.7 .0.2

3. Driver Training
Course . 10

L

16.1 16.1,, 10 14.2 14.6 0.4 48 12.0 . 12.5 0.5

4. Dial Gauge Plus
Training

,

11 16.7 17.5: 8 0.8 9 13.5 14.7 1.2 45 12.0 12.4 0.4

5. Dial VacutiM dib 11. 16.4 17.0 0,6 7 113.7 14.2 0.5 48 11.7 12.2 , 0.5

Or

Legend:

n = number of vehicles

1 = mean fuel economy clurinOtiase I (mpg)

2 = mean fuel econoniy"during Phase II (mpg)

A = difference in means between Phases l and II-(mpg)

r.

C)

2 4)U.

01



TABLE t2

Urban. Segment Comparison of Background to Test Finults by Vehicle Type

v 1

Test CompaCt. Intermediate Pickup Truck
Group

n 1 2 A 1 2

ft
^F.

A' 1 A

1. Piston Vacuum Gauge . 9 12.1 11.7 - 0.4 3 8.2 9,8 1.6 8 , 10.4 . .9.8 0.6

2. Control 12 11.4 11.6 0.2. 9.7 10.7 01.0 10 9.5 10.0 0.5

3. Driver Training
Course 13 10.8 11.8 1.0

11 11.5 12.1 0.6

5 8.6/ 9.5 0.9. 9- .9.7 10.2 0.5

4. Dial auge Plus
Trai, ing 4 9.7 10.1 0.4 9 0.6,

5. Dial Vacuum Gauge 12 . 11.4 12,1. 0,7
.

2

1

11.5 - 10 10.5 0.8 0.3

Legend:

n,= number of vehicles

1 =.mean fuel economy during Phase I (mpg)

2 = mean fuel economy during Phase II (mpg)

A.= difference in means between Phases I and II (mpg)

a



TABLE E3

Comparison of Flighway Segment Test Results by Vehicle Age

'Group

n

1969
1 2 6 n

1970.:
1 2, A n.

1971

1 2 , 1,1, n 1

1972 ,
2 6

1. Piston Vacuum Gauge n 13.2 13.8 0.6 3 14.2 15.2 1.0' 7 .13.4 13.6 0.2 13.4 13.4 0

2. Control 1
\14.0 '14.0 0 5 14.1 1.5:1

.

1.0 7 13.5 13.6. 0,1 1 13.0 14.1 1.1

3, Driver Training °

Course 3 16.3, 16:4 0.1 1 16.2 ,17.7 1.5 10 12.9 13.4 0.5 -2
4

14.1 14.2 0.1

.4. Dial Gauge Plus
Training 2 ,16.3 15.3 -1.0 3 14.2, 15.8 1.6 10 13.4 13.9

--a

0.5

,.

13. 13.7

F

0.4

5 Dial Vacuum Gauge 1 15.7 14.4 -1.3 1 , 13.5 13.5 0 11 13.5 13.2 0.3 2 14. 15.7 1.2

Legend:

n = number of vehicles

1 = mean fuel economy during Phase I (mpg)

2 = mean fuel economy. during Phase II (mpg)

= difference.in means, between Phases I and le(mpg)

Oa

et.



TABLE E-3 (Continued)

Group'
.

n

1969

1 2 n

1970

1 2 n

1971

1 -\_, 2 n

1972

1 2 A

1: Piston Vacuum Gauge 2 12.8 12.3 -.5- '38 11.4 12.0 0.6 15.7 18.5 2.8 3 ' 18.1 18.0 -0.1

2. Control 2 13.3, 13.21, -.1 45 11.9 .12.7 0.8 1 11.0. 11.3 0.3 1 18.2 18.1 -0.1

3. DriverkTraining

Courses 1 11.9 12.8 0.8 48 12..3 12.9 0.6 2 16.0 17.4. 1.4 1 17.6 171 -0.5

4, Dial Gauge Plus
Training .' 12.7 1.4 42 12.2 13.2 1.0 3 15;4 17.3 1.9 18.5 17.4 -1.1

5. Dial Vacuum Gauge 2 112.7 0.2 . 42 11.8 12.8 1,0 6 15.4 '17.3 i.9 1 19.0 17.7, -1.3

Legend:
t.

n = number of vehicles

1 = mean fuel economy during Phase 1 (mpg)

2 = mean fuel economy during Phase II (mpg)

='difference in means between Phases I and II (mpg)
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TABLE E4

Comparidon of Urban Segment Test.Results t Vehicle Age

Group
,

1971 1972 ... 1973.

b t 6 n b, t 6 n "b t
1, Piston Vacuum Gale . 1 10.8 11.1 0.3 1' 8.2 ,9,8 1.6 5 34.4 10.8 -0.5.

2. Control 0 - i 9.9 10.9 to 10.3 10,4 0.1.p
3. Driver Training

Course

a

1 11.8

,
.,

11.8

.

7.8 7.6
. ...

-0,2
..._

3
__ -

11.
-

9.6

., ,

I
-0.3

4. Dial Gauge Plus
Training , 0 - 8.1 8.2 , 0.1 11.3 10.8 -0i:

5._ Dial Vacuum Gauge 1. 11.7 9.7 -0.2 2 9.7 11.2 1.5 2 -i2.7 12,8 0.1 :

Legend:

n = number of vehicles

b = mean fuel economy during-backgmtund period (mpg)

t = mean fuel economy during test period (mpg),

6 = difference in means between.background and test (mpg)

/11
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TABLE EA (Continued)

Group : , .
,.

' .
..

: . 1974 1975
N 1 b

, a ,
b

1. Piston Vacuum Gauge , 11.2 10.3 0.9 5 , 1.1.4 11.3 -0.1'

2. Control la
,/

10,7 11.0 0.3 65 10..3 10.8 0.5

3.'.Driver.Training ..

.Course- 15

4

10.0 11.3 . 1.2 6 10.9 11.2 0.3

4. Dial GaugliVlus .
Trainiqg , . 8 9,1 9.8, 0.7 9 ,11,4 12.2 0.8

5, Dial Vacuum Gauge 13 10.6 11.4 0.8 6 11.4 11.7 0.3

Legend:

n = number of. vehiples

b = mean fuel economy during background period (mpg)

t = mean fuel economy during tesg'eriod (mpg)

= difference in means between background and test (mpg)

4.

4 1',?.



Figure E-1

Fuel Economy vs Fuel
Efficiency Ratio:

Compacts, Highway
TestSegment
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Figure E-2

Nei Economy vs Fuel
Efficiency Ratio*

Intermediates, Highway
Test Segment

Figure E-3.

Fuel Economy vs tie!
Efficiencif Ratiot,

Pickups, Highway Segment
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Figure E-4

Fuel Economy vs Fuel
Efficiency Ratio*
Compacts, Urban

Segment

Figure E-5
Fuel Economy vs Fuel

Efficiency Ratio*:
Intermediates, Urban

Segment
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Figure E-6

Fuel Economy vs Fuel
,Efficiency Ratio*
Pickups, Urban

Segment
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APPENDIX F

AVAILABLE DATA FILES

The following data files are available:op magnetic tape at the Nevada

iperations Office, Las Vegas Nevada:

L/ Unedited Data (13_y_ Vehicle)

vehicle identification number

monthly fuel economy

mean mpg, Phase I_Average monthly fuel economy

standard deviation of monthly fuel economy, Phase I

vehicle year

- vehicle make,

vehicle model

transmission type (automatic/manual) '

air conditioning (yes/no)

vehicle type (compact, intermediate, pick -up)

test group

2. Edited Data (By Month)

- test group

vehicle type

vehicle identification number

- date of record

number of days since vehicle entry into test

- fuel economy each month

3. Edited Data (By Fill-up)

- test group

4- vehicle type

vehicle identIlication number.

F2 .

9



- -date of recotd

number of days since entry into test

fuel economy - each fill-up (mpg.)

4. Edited Vehicle Log Data

- vehicle identifications' number

- fuel delivered (to 0.1 gallon)

odometer reading (miles)

- date of fill-up

number of days since entry into test

5. VacTach Data (Two files raw and edited data)

Vehicle identification number

fuel delivered (to 0.1 gallon)

odometer reading (miles)

- date of fill-up

- fueling station identification number

- driver's initials

- VacTach count of starts

- VacTach count of violations

6. lehaCle Characteristics

- identification number

year

make

- model

options

date entered Rhase I

- date entered Phase II

odometer-reading at start of test

1



- date removed from test (if appropriate)

- date primary driver was trained (Groups 3 and 4 only)

7. Air Temperature at Mercury, Nevada'

- date

mean temperature

- maximum temperature

minimum temperature

8. Unedited Test Vehicle Log Data (From fueling station)

vehicle identification number

fuel delivered (to 0.1 gallon)

- odometer reading

date

- fueling station identification number

er I) S GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE 1978 , 1


